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Future of Cinestudio Brought Into
Question by Stires Firing
by Megan While and
Alan Levine
The recent dismissal of
Lawrence R, Stires as Film
Coordinator for the college by
Dean Edwin P, Nye has caused an
uproar among the Cinestudio stuff,
Through the use of publicity and a
series of meetings with vurious
involved parties, the staff is hopeng
to promote a reversal or
modifications of this decision,
Unexpectedly on February H,
Dean Nye informed the college
community that he had decided to
dismiss Larry Stires from his
position as film coordinator, in it
memorandum outlining his ideas
about the academic use of film, To
take his place, Nye chose Kaja
Silverman, assistant professor of
English, who has a great interest
and knowledge in films. Although
Silverman will have the same title
as Stires has had and would serve
as liaison between Cinestudio and
faculty and administration as Stires
has done, Silverman would not
the direct interest in the workings
of Cinestudio that Stires currently
has,
Indignant reaction has been
great1 from faculty, alumni and
concerned students, particularly
the managers of Cinestudio, who
are upset by Nve's aoproach to and
lack of communication on the issue,
ihey feel that this dismissal has
great repercussions for the future
of Cinestudio, as well as other

student-run organizations, and feel
slighted because Nye neglected to
consult them and has ignored their
input until recently,
Many parties involved in the
outcome of this controversial
dismissal were contacted and
discussed their views.

Nye Wants More Efficiency

Although he praises its "good
assortment of films," Dean Edwin
Nye says, "Cinestudio is one of the
campus mysteries." From his point
of view, he sees it as selfperpetuating, fiercely independent,
but he nays il is unclear how it
ninctions. The academic use of
film is growing rapidly on campus,
and because he feels that the
college needs more film coordination, he has chosen Professor
Silverman to handle that function.
Nye began to realize that a
significant amount of money was
being spent on the academic use of
cont. on p. 4
film in a chaotic way. These
arrangements he felt, were not
adequate to handle the growing
needs of the courses. The Dean
called them vague, ill-defined and
at their worst, non-existent. It would
be of benefit to both the studentruii Cinestudio and the academic
by Dick Dahling and
use of films, he says, to have
Larry Tones
channels to handle common
problems. The trouble though, is to
A diverse, openly enthusiastic
increase and improve academic
crowd
ot over 600 people filled the
usage, while maintaining the inWashington
Room to capacity, as
dependence of Cinestudio. Despite
Angela Davis, 60's activist and
presently Co-Chairperson of the
National Alliance against Racism
and Oppression lectured on sexism
and racism, which highlighted
Black Culture Week at Trinity. '
Davis began her talk by
Northan, Seabury, Woodward, recapping the events leading to the
eventual liberation from slavery of
Goodwin, Allen or the Crescent
Black Americans, and the ensuing
area,
racism that she saw as developing
Dow emphasized that "next due to "the rise of monopoly
year will be the typical year; the capitalism." She went on to point
only difference is High Rise." She out several instances where black
said that this year was the only year struggles have helped whites,
that they had concentrated fresh- culminating her lecture in a call for
men and that last year there had unity in the face of "black victories
been many student complaints being cancelled out by our adabout the deickion to concentrate versaries."
freshmen.
Describing true freedom as
Dow also said that Allen East being the right to land, political
and West will be gutted over the power, and most importantly an
summer. The insides will be education, Davis described the
renovated with hopeful completion freeing of the slaves as only a very
date of August 15. The rooms in small step in the right direction.
Allen will all be for four persons She emphasized that blacks could
with two bedrooms, a living room be exploited so long as they were
and a bathroom.
illiterate, which made education
Commenting on the decision to vitally important.
spread freshmen out, Dow said
She went on to say that while
that, "I have no Idea how it will the Civil War may have given
work, but my feeling is that it will blacks freedom, it was after that
not work out any worse than war and before World War I that
concentrtlon." Dow said that her the attitudes of racism in America
"gut feeling is that concentration is arose, serving as a roadblock to the
better" but that she is willing to try progress that had been made so far.
spreading the freshmen out. She Davis attributes the spread of
said this year and next year are two racism to "the rise of monopoly
trial years and that the College will capitalism, which by its very
try and find out which system of function pitted white worker
housing freshmen works better. against black workers, when inDow emphasized that van- stead all workers should have been
dalism did not play a role in the united."
It was the successful use of
decision on freshmen housing. She
does not expect that vandalism will these tactics, according to Davis
that lead to the gains made by
cont. on p. 3

New Housing Policy
Ignites Student Protest
by Steven ElmendoH
The decision of College administrators to house freshmen in
South Campus and High Rise next
year was the cause of many student
complaints and protests last week.
Th
e Student Government
Associarjon circulated petitions
against the decision and a group of
students met with College administrators, to express their
opposition to the placement of
freshmen in traditionally upP«rclass dormitories.
SGA Vice-President Jim
Pomeroy said that a third of the
SGA petitions had been received
and that 366 signautres had been
garnered in opposition to the
housing policy.
According to Director of
Residential Services Kxistina Dow,
approximately 31 freshmen will be
housed in New South Campus, 28
« Wheaton, and 30 in Jackson. In
addition, two possibly three floors
°f High Rise will be used to house
neshmen. There will be 55 upPwclassmen in Jones and 45 in
Elton. 90-92 Vernon Street will not
be
^eluded in the housing lottery,
according to Dow. It will be used if
" e freshmen class k larger than
expected and for upperclassmen
who do not get housing in the
l
°ttery. Freshman will not be to

claims to the contrary by
Cinestudio staff members, Nye
insists that the "College certainly
doesn't want to take it over."
Nye decided to replace Stires
with Silverman. He concedes that
Stires has probably been a great
help to Cinestudio, "But from my
point of view, he's been something
less than satisfactory," as Film
Coordinator. Still, he prefers to
focus on establishing a clear
description of how this position will
be handled. Only then will who is
tilling that position be of importance.
When asked if his dismissal of
Stires is evidence of a personal
grudge, he replied tersely,
"Hogwash." He added that he is not
anti-anything, but must ask some
very tough questions.
Nye is "more than a little irked"
at any suggestion that the college is
ungrateful for what Cinestudio has
done. Yet, he insists that the

As part of Black Cultural Week, Angela Davis last Friday night
addressed an overflow crowd In the Washington Room.
Photo by Mark Honadies

Davis Deplores Black Movement
Setbacks, Calls for Unity •
capitalists. Davis feels that "history
has condemned capitalism, pushing
it out the back door of history."
She believes it will only be a matter
of time before it is replaced.
White benefits from black gains
was the next main thrust of her
address. With respect to education,
she cited the creation of public
schools in the South as a prime
exaple. No public shools existed in
the South for blacks or whites until
post Civil War demands by blacks
resulted in a system which could
benefit both blacks and poor white.
She also noted that women's
movement for equal education was
aided by the push by blacks for
admittance into college, which
became a reality in 1833 for the first
time, as blacks were admitted to
Oberlin College.
She also noted that the pending
Webber Supreme Court case has
been marked by statements of
^Idte steel workers who have come
out in support of affirmative
action, as they believe it is an asset
to overall labor relations in terms
of hiring and promotion practices.
Most of this discussion,
however, was used as a background
to her emphasis on the overall
decline of the success of the black
movement in the last five years.
Citing the Bakke Case as a
"legitimization of something that

has already taken hold," Davis
went on to list the declining
number of black college students
and the dismantling of biack
studies programs at universities as
being other signs of a resurgence of
racist attitudes. Davis emphasized
that "they want to warp the minds
of the white people" referring to an
attempt by some to rekindle racist
ideology of the past. She firmly
stated that a return to the hysteria
similar to the days when lynchings
swept the South is entirelypossible.
She also briefly discussed the
rise of the abortion and birth
control movement as being'' a right
for white women, but a duty for
black women", She state that use
of birth control as a potential device
to solve problems of unemployment
and poverty just "removes the
necessity of confronting the problem." Davis believes that the
availability of funding for sterilization, but not for abortions is "an
assault on the right of reproduction
of women of color."
In closing, Davis cited a long
list of "political prisoners" who she
feels have no place being behind
bars. She ended by saying that the
only hope to solve all these
problems is through standing and
struggling together so that we may
win together."

Tripod Goes To The Polls
Elections for positions on the Tripod Editorial Board for the 1979
Christmas Term will be held on Sunday April 29th at 3:00 p.m. in
the Tripod Office located on the lower level of Jackson Hall.
Nominations are open to any member of the student body.
Positions available include Editor; Managing, News, Sports.
Connecticut, Photography, and Announcements Editors, Also
available are (3) Copy Editor positions and (3) Contributing
Editorships. Students can also run for Business-Circulation
Manager and Advertising Manager.
AH nominations must be delivered in writing to Box 1310 by 12
noon on Friday April 27,1979
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JP Stevens Boycott Sparks
Lively SGA Discussion
by Megan White
A statement made by Bethany
Stevens of the Connecticut Public
Interest Research Group pertaining to the current J. P. Stevens
boycott kicked off a relatively
animated Student Government
Assocation meeting on April
sixteenth.
Stevens discussed the poor
working conditions experienced by
employees of J. P. Stevens, the
second largest textile company in
the nation, and then named the
different brand names under which
the company's products are sold,
urging SGA members not to
purchase them. She stated that a
petition supporting the boycott had
already been signed by approximately six-hundred Trinity
students and asked that the SGA
go on the record as promoting the
national campaign against J. P.
Stevens, and in aiding the cause of
"social and economic justice."
A lively debate ensued over
whether the SGA should support
the protest. Some argued that the
boycott of a private company isn't
an issue over which the SGA
j should take a stand, with others
• adding that an endorsement would

set a precedent for the SGA to lend
its name to "anything that comes
along." Many felt, however, that
the boycott was an important cause
that should be supported. Finally,
after Scott Claman's assertion that,
"Every now and then you've got to
take a stand" and that such an
endorsement would "align the SGA
under moral lines," the matter was
put to a vote and support was
granted.
In other business, tfruce
Somerstein and Matt Pace, spoke
about the possibility of writing a
letter to Vice-President Smith
suggesting some improvements be
made in the campus parking
situation. Somerstein said the letter
should contain two
major
proposals: doing away with
priority parking, and paving or
filling with gravel the Summit
Street parking area as well as installing
lights.
The
SGA
unanimously voted to draft and
sign such a letter.
Statements made by Nancy
McCulloch and Liz Carrigan about
the recent meeting of the
Education Policy Committee
(EPC) in regards to the proposed
seventy-five percent cut in the
education department prompted

much debate. Such points as the
negligence of the EPC in
following the constitutional laws of
review, and Governor Grasso's
recent letter to the College
recognizing the contribution of the
education department to the state
of Connecticut were brought up. A
motion was passed for the SGA to
go on the record as being against
the destruction of the education
department that would result in the
removal of three out the four
Education Department faculty
members, A motion for the SGA to
disapprove of the dissolvement of
any department during the EPC's
current efforts was, however,
opposed.
Discussion was next prompted
by a SGA member's statement
about the drawbacks of doing away
with all freshman dorms during the
upcoming academic year. A
petition was then drawn up expressing opposition to the lack of
student input involved in the
decision making process for
campus housing next year, the
suggested blanket rating ; system!
being used, and the decision to'.,
intermingle freshman with upperclassmen and spread freshman;
in dorms throughout the camous.j
cont. on p. 3

Campus N o t e s ^
Library Dedication
The $3.5 million additon to the
Triity College
Library—the
costliest building project ever
undertaken at Trinity—will be
dedicated on Thursday, April 26.
Several events, including tours of
the library and the dedicatory
lecture by Garry Wills, are free and
open to the public. The Wills
lecture will be followed by a
reception in the Watkinson
Library.
The guided tours of the library
will be given on the half-hour from
1:00 until 2:30 p.m. Garry Wills'
address, entitled "The Meaning of
the Library," will be held in the
Goodwin Theatre of the Austin
Arts. Center at 3:00 p.m.
Among the major benefactors
for the library addition from the
Hartford area were: Mr. Ostrom
Enders, United Technologies
Corporation, Connecticut Bank and
Trust Company and the Hartford
Foundation for Public Giving.
Speaker Garry Wills is a
nationally syndicated colunist,
author and current nominee for a
National Book Award. His many
books include "Nixon Agonistes,"
"Bared Ruined Choirs," and
"Inventing America: Jefferson's
Declaration of Independence."
This last publication was named
thejbest work of non-fiction by the
National Book Critics Cicle and
has! been nominated for a National
Bobk Award. Wills' ntionally
syndicated columns are carried by
more than 50 newspapers.
iWills was a professor of classics
at Johns Hopkins University from
19624967. He was a contributing
editor of "Esquire" ^rpm 19"67-19,7Q.

nfcOee Lecture
Dr. Gale W. McGee, United
States Permanent Representative
to the Organization of American
States, former Senator from
Wyoming, and professor of history,
will ;speak on "Globalism vs.
Regionalism: A Realistic Policy for
the Americas," at 8:15 p.m. on
Tuesday, April 24, in McCook
Auditorium.
A member of the United States
Senate! from 1958 to 1976, McGee
was sworn in at the White House in
1977 as.iU.S. Permanenf Representative to the OAS, the oldest international regional organization, with
the rank of Ambassador. McGee
had served on U.S. delegations to
numerous OAS sessions throughout the j 1960's arid accompanies
Secretary of State Kissinger to.
Panama'in February, 1974, for the
signing of the Joint Statement of
Eight Principles for negotiations of
a new Panama Canal treaty. As a
member of the Senate, he served
for 18, years on teh Foreign
Relations Committee and in recent
years was chairman of its Western
Hemispheres Subcommittee.

A man dreams of winning.
A woman dreams of loving.
A dreamer dreams of both.
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A college professor of history
before his election to the Senate
McGee taught at Nebraska
Wesleyan University, Iowa State,
Notre Dame, and the University of
Chicago between 1940 and 1946. At
the University of Wyoming firm
1946 until 1958, he taught Latin
American history and ivas
professor of history and chairman
of the Institute of International
Affairs.
One of the leading spokesmen
of the Carter Administration for the
ratification of the Panama Canal
treaties, McGee has debated the
issue with Senator Robert Dole,
and with his former Senate
colleague and treaty opponent,
Senator Strom Thurmond.
McGee's appearance at Trinity
is sponsored by the Department of
Intercultural Studies and LaVoz
Latin»

Nazism Talk
"Neo-Nazism in Latin America"
will be discussed by Jacob
Kovadloff, director of the
American Jewish Committee's
South American office, at 8 p.m.
on Thursday, April 26, in McCook
Auditorium.
;
Kovadloff is a native of Buenos
, Aires, Argentina, and maintained
the AJC South American office in
Buenos Aires until 1977, when he
•i was forced to flee as a result of
1
anti-;Semitic threats to the lives of
him and his family. He currently
operates out of AJC's national
offices in New York, administering
a multi-faceted program of
research, education and community relations in Argentina,
Brazil, Chile, Uruguay and other
parts of the continent. The grandson of Russian Jewish immigrants
who settle in Argentina in the late
; 19th'centun Koyadloff has been
involved - -ih«**-w?»fr ^WaggMty
activity in Buenos Aires sinceethe
age of 14.
His talk is sponsored by LaVoz
Latina, the Trinity student group.

Dance Prizes
TRINITY COLLEGE DISCO
DANCE-A-THON
HARTFORD EASTER SEAL
'REHAB'CENTER
April 27-April 28
Prizes solicited by 'Rehab'
Center—Acknowledgements
for
WRTC
1st Prize—2 10 speed Raleigh
Bicycles!donated by. Ray Tafcsar
Bicycles and friends of the Easter
Seal 'Rehab' Center.
2nd Prize—25 new release
records donated by: Al Franklin's
Musical! World (Cr-ic Center
Shops, Htfd.).
3rd Prize—Stanely tools for
home and car donated by: Stanley
Works of Farmington
Hourly prizes donated by the
following:
Sage Allen (Htfd.)—gift certificate
Red Lobster Inns of Americadinner for two
Bernie's TV and Appliance Co.
(Htfd,)—(Bloomfield) gift
Fred Astaire Dance Studios (West
Htfd.)—lesson series for 5 couples
Prizes solicited by Trinity
College—Acknowledgements for
WRTC
Hourly prizes donated by the
following:
D&D Package store—Bar supply
gift pack
Trinity Package Store—bottle of
Champagne
for
Last National Bank—dinner
two
Campus Pizza—large pizza
ABC Pizza—large pizza
Thirty-six Lewis street—dinner for
two
Poor Richards Pub and Cinemapasses for two
North East Audio—?
Follett's Bookstore—2 pen and in*
prints of the Chapel

tsmmwammmtfmm
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Grasso Letter, More Criteria Are
Subjects of Student-EPC Meeting
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The life and limes of Albert RlnNleln were the subject of n
lecture given Insl week by Dr. Hunesh Hoffman, Professor of math
at Queens College of the City University of New York,

Harris Looks Forward
to Stay at Trinity
by Dick Dittoing
A love for the arts and an
eagerness to share that love with
interested students are two characteristics which Dale Harris, newly
. named Dana Professor of the Arts
will bring to Trinity next fall.
Describing his last weeks' stay
here as "one of the most pleasant
visits (o a college campus 1 have
ever had", Harris is candid about
his eagerness to teach at Trinity,
where he will conduct five College
Courses; three to be given in the
fall, and the remainder to be part of
the Trinity term offerings.
Harris comes to Trinity as a
Dana Professor. According to Dean
of Studies J. Ronald Spencer, the
Carles A. Dana Foundation
several years ago gave Trinity four
professorships which were to be
funded jointly by the College and
the Foundation, The grant's one
stipulation was that only two of the
[our professorships could be in
extra departmental" areas i.e.,
faculty who are not members of a
regular department staff.
Both Professor of Humanities
Harold Martin and now Harris hold
the two extra departmental positions provided for in part by the
°ana grant. Because of the nature
of Harris' position, Spencer noted
that Harris will be freed from any
Acuity committee role, unless he
develops an interest in campus
Politics. Given his heavy outside
lecturing schedule, Spencer doubts
"'at Harris will have any time for
extra academic concerns.
While Harris received his academic degrees in literature, he has
" a d an interest.,.in the arts,
especially opera and dance, since
he age of twelve. When he started
t0
teach 19th century literature
burses, he soon realized that a full
understanding of the material
WOU
W be impossible if various
aspects af the arts were not worked
ln
to the course.
Harris had a great deal of praise
lor
Stanford University for its
*»' mgness to explore an interdisciplinary approach to courses in
'"erature and the arts as long as 16
>ears ago. He noted that he had
""M courses of this tvp«r at
ne! in I%3. | o n 8 before this
l p ( : " [ approach had become
He attributes 1hi>

early success to Westerners being
"more conscious of traditions."
During the Christmas Term, he
will offer courses titled "The
Romantic Revolution" (Pt. I), "The
Pre-Raphaelite Movement," and
"The Age of Diafihilev," all which
combine contributions of composers, artists, authors, and the life
and times of the period being
discussed.
"The Romantic Revolution"
will attempt to highlight changes in
cultural sensibility during the
second half of the 18th century,
keeping in mind the great political
upheavals that occurred during
that period. In addition to the use
of painting, architecture, music,
and dance, many authors such as
Wordsworth and Coleridge will be
studied.

Students met for the second
time with members of the
Educational Policy Committee
(EPC) last Monday. Present at the
meeting were EPC members
DePhillips, Kirkpatrick,. Dworin,
and Battis, as well as Professor
Schultz, Chairman of the
Education Department, and
Professor Picker.
The meeting was calmer than
the previous one, and many
students had come with prepared
questions or proposals. Graduate
student Gail Smith began the
meeting by reading a letter from
Governor Ella Grasso in support of
the Education Department. Smith
had notified the Governor of the
Department's predicaments The
letter was her response.
Education graduate student
Marylou' Cassoto distributred
copies of her proposals of ways to
avoid cutting the Education
Department. Among them were:
elimination of all part-time faculty
positions, reduction by attrition,
reduction throughout the entire
faculty, and elimination of sabbaticals. Professor DePhillips said
that attrition or retirement could
not be counted on, and that he did
not think he could support the
elimination of sabbaticals.
A student proposed the
elimination of College Courses as a
way to cut faculty costs. Professor
Battis questioned whether cost
savings would be significant.
Professor Kirkpatrick said course
cuts should be made on the basis of
educational worth. He felt that

SGABC
Plans Party
by Peggy Kenton
Brevity was the order of the
night as only one person brought
business before the SGA Budget
Committee last Wednesday.
Tim Michno, '79, had approached the Committee on February 28,
1979,
about the possibility of
organizing a party for Seniors and
any other members of the student
body who happen to be around the
night before graduation. The SGA
BC had advised him to poll
members of the Senior Class to find
out what type of get-together they
would prefer.

"The Age of Diaghlev" centers
on the contributions of Serge
Diaghilev, whose influence in the
development of dance and literature make him what Harris termed
"one of the key figures in 20th
century culture." Harris hopes to
make liberal use of the Wadsworth
The general sentiment was
Atheneum collection of objects and overwhelmingly in favor of a tent
slides that are related to Diaghi- party with beer kegs on Saturday,
lev's artistic contributions.
May 26, 1979. Out of the approxi"The Pre-Raphaelite Move- mately 340 questionnaires which
ment" will study how the Pre- were stuffed in the boxes of
Raphaelite Brotherhood was form- members of the Class of '79, only
ed as an artistic reaction to the two were returned with negative
materialism of the Industrial Revol- responses.
ution. While the movement lasted
The Budget Committee approonly a short while, it had great priated $355 to Michno for the beer
influence on the Victorian view of cegs for the party.
art and society.
For the Trinity Term, Harris
will teach the second part of "The
Romantic Revolution" and a course
dealing with opera. Titled "Opera
and its Times." It will look at the
cont. from 2
constituent elejiients of ; major
The SGA members were enoperatic works. He "hopes to couraged to get as many signatures
explore the origins of opera and the as possible, and to write letters
meaning it has for us today.
voicing their concerns to Tina Dowy •
Between now and September; VJce-President Smith, Dean Winer,
Harris will travel to Austria, Rome, and Dean Robinson-Jackson. •'•
and England to further his study of
In other business, it was
art and opera. He will also be proposed that a questionnaire be
lecturing on Diaghilev at the handed out at pre-registration to
Smithsonian and in California. "I decide if students back the
find no difference between work allotment of four dollars of their
and play," emphasized Harris, as student activities fees to the
evidenced by what lies ahead Connecticut Public Interest
before his official duties af Trinity Research Group.
bej»in.

faculty members had judged
College Courses to be worthwhile.
Paul LaRocca then read a
statement listing ways the
Education Department met the
EPC's criteria for academic value,
—The Education Department
was central because, "in order
to participate in the learning,
process, it is necessary to understand the mechanics of the
learning process.'
—The
Department -was
historically strong because: it had
been in existence 52 years and
enrollment figures place education
tenth out of 24 departments.
In addition, the Teacher
Certification Program was praised
for its effectiveness in job
placement for giving students a
better conception of the dual
system of private and pubiic
education, and for giving students a
better understanding of their major
field of study.
A student asked if cuts could be
spread out rather than concentrated in oen department. Kirkpatrick answered that not all

departments "can stand cuts." He
emphasized again that EPC
decision were made on the basis of
"relative worth."
Gail Smith asked if EElla
Grasso's letter didn't "prove
worth." Kirkpatrick answered that
the Governor "was not in a position
to pass judgement." Ellen Ahem
asked what it took to prove worth.
Kirkpatrick responded that strong
arguments were effective. He
noted that there was strong
difference of opinion on the
relative merits of the Education
Department," but he said that some
EPC members "were open to a
less drastic change" in the structure
of the Department" He added that
the EPC may not recommend that
six cuts be made this year. Sic is the
number of cuts the Trustees had
requested.
After an hour and a half of
discussion, the meeting ended,
apparently leaving many students
still frustrated and dissatisfied.
On May 1, the EPC wiU formally
present its recommendations to the
faculty.

Freshmen in High Rise
Bring Complaints
cont. from p. 1
decrease with the new system of
freshmen housing.
'' * •
Dow was particularly upset at
accusations that the new system
was done secretly with no student
input She mentioned, %at she had
told the SGA on February 26 of her
intentions to spread out freshmen
into such dorms as High Rise,
Dow also said that she would
like to see the rating system
. changed bat flrflt student response
to her questionnaire on the rating
system had been minimal, "I like to
do think democratically.'' stressed
Oow.
On Thursday a group of ten
students met with College Vice
President Thomas A. Smith, Dean
of Students David Winer and Dow
to discuss the housing situation.
Scott Lessne '80 said that the new
system would be unsatisfactory for
both freshmen and upperclassmen.
He remarked that the freshmen
would feel isolated.
Vice-President Smith replied
that he had seen the College work
under various freshmen housing
systems and that his observations

are the dispersal is the bpf*
He said that no factual answer ca)
be given, Dean Winer added, "Tbvis a judgement call."
Smith said that Freshmen are
not confident socially . or
academically and he does not see
the advantage of putting all the
freshmen in "the same boat." He is
hopeful that the upperclassmen
will help the freshmen. Lessne
disagreed and commented that
upperclassmen are not going to
help freshmen.
Smith stated that from his
observations there is not the
"terrible distinction between fresh1
men.and upperclassmen at Trinity
that exists at other college's," Smith
added that, "To put new students in
contact with upperclassmen will
enhance the lives of both." Dow
said, "We are arguing impressions. Let's try it; you don't learn
anything by not trying it."
In closing the meeting, Smith
noted "Our goal is not to make the
students comfortable,"

SGA

"Gioballsm vs. Regionalism: A Realistic Policy for the
Americas" will be the subject of a talk tonight at 8:15 p.m. in
MeCook by Dr. Gale W. McGee, former U.S. Senator from

:
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Vague College/Cinestudio Relationship Sparks Debate
coat, from p. 1

Nye wanted Stires to head the
Language Learning Laboratory and
college does subsidize it in many work in association with the audio
ways, by providing such services as visual aids department. He refused
utilities,
b o o k k e e p i n g , because his interests increasingly
snowplowing and parking spaces, lay in films and he desired to work
and says that it runs "under the in close association with Cinegeneral umbrella" of the college. studio.
Trinity allows them great inFor awhile, he had been
dependence, but legally, they have teaching Spanish, running the
to be a "creature of the college." laboratory, advising the Film
Earlier, Nye had ignored Society, and helping Cinestudio all
student interest in Stires' dismissal, at the same time. He commented
but last week he had a "full and that, "I felt my real talents and
frank discussion" with the student abilities were with Cinestudio," As
mangers. Although no solution was a result, Nye, with thj enreached, Nye was impressed by the couragement of modern language
genuine interest shown by the professors, created the title of Film
students to work toward a solution. Coordinator, but was resentful that
They will work with the Advisory Stires "has not been willing to
Committee for the Academic Use of make the changes the college
Rim, a wholly faculty committee, wanted."
to see how the separate needs of
Since 1975, Stires has been partCinestudio and the academic time Film Coordinator and has
community can be "articulated" worked
extensively
with
better.
Cinestudio; his salary has been
The Dean of Faculty reiterated partly paid through Cinestudio
his respect for the historical in- revenues.
dependence of Cinestudio. That is
Stires
praises
Professor
why he is puzzled by the students' Silverman's knowledge of the
anger when he did not consult the history and apprecition of film, but
on Stires' dismissal. He feels that if
insists that she hasn't the exhe is not going to say anything perience in booking films that he
about the running of their has. Although he is ceertain she is
operation, they should not request
capable of acquiring this ability, he
a say on Us side of it. But, he is feels she does not have the time to
quick to add that he will work with
pick it up, nor does she have the
the students.
interest. The solution, he says, is
for Silverman to coordinate faculty
Nye does not know if he will be
and course interest, and for both of
overruled on his decision, but says
them to discuss how they could fit
it is possible. Obviously, he says,
films into the Cinestudio schedule,
the Cinestudio staff would like
everything to continue the way it He agrees with Silverman that they
has always been, but this would could complement each other well.
Though ?|>tye questions it, Stires
accomplish nothing in his opinion.
contends that, "I'm. performing a
real coordinating function for the
Stires Defends Himself and
college", by booking films, picking
Cinestudio
them, up, delivering them, etc.
Larry Stires says that he and
Stires says that Cinestudio
Dean Nye have disagreed before in
wants a connection with the
his nineteen years at Trinity. Since
faculty, and they wish to "foment"
1970, Stires has been an instructor
a film program in courses on
and lecturer in Spanish, and has
campus. Cinestudio can do its part,
been the director of the language
but the college must provide a
laboratory, a position which was
budget (which it is now beginning
\ eliminated after he left it. In 1975,
to do) and manpower if it wants to

Cinestudio Creation:
A True Success Story
by Megan White and Alan Levine
Now approaching its tenth anniversary, Cinestudio, the
campus's student-run movie theatre is now enjoying great success
after experiencing initial problems. It is the only college theatre in
the nation run by students as a theatrical operation seven nights a
week, according to Film Coordinator Larry Stires.
Cinestudio was originally an extension of the Trinity Film
Society, which presented movies first in Goodwin Theatre and often
in McCook Auditorium. In* 1969-70, students sought a more
permanent location to show movies. They selected the seldom-used
and poorly furnished Krieble Auditorium and then approached the
administration for a loan to get the foperation off the ground.
Refused such funding, students took out personalbank loans and
assumed total Responsibility.
,
To make Krieble an adequate facility, extensive renovations and
purchasing of equipment was necessary. First, changes included a
complete repainting of the cream-colored walls, the installment of
acoustic tiles, and later of dark brown carpeting on the walls to
reduce echoes in the room. A new 16' x 35' screen was purchased,
as were five full-range loudspeakers and six amplifiers. Other
improvements included the addition of a ceiling-to -floor curtain,
new theater lighting adapted to booth control, and 489 upholstered,
theatrical seats.
Numerous improvements were made in the projection booth.
New 35/70 mm. projectors were purchased and, after the use of
various other projectors, two 16 mm. xenon arc projectors, to permit
continuous shows of long features, were procured.
Over the years, improvements have continued to be made, the
most recent and important of which has been the Dolby stereo
sound decoding system acquireS last year. This has given the studio
the distinction of being the first theatre in Connecticut to install this
latest development in advanced theater sound reproduction. AH
these improvements have entailed great capital outlay that has
turned the once drab Krieble Auditorium into a useful part of the
college. Despite the fact that the early years were plagued by
negligible profits, initial loans were paid back, and Cinestudio has
established itself as a profitable money-making endeavor.
Although the theater is largely student-run, it does depend on
the contributions of three individuals who are highly knowledgeable
.
„
cont. on p. 11

have a good program. He thinks
College administration
and
the addition of a film library of
Cinestudio and that "there is not,
regularly used films could be
in my view, an inherent relation
beneficial for the school.
between the agreements that have
lead to the operation of Cinestudio
Even if he is not rehired, Stires
and the employment of Lawrence
expects to continue working for
Stires through the College." He
Cinestudio. However, he believes
comments that the college is under
that if his dismissal is carried out, it
no obligation to staff this particular
will destroy the official link betendeavor and that "just because
ween Cinestudio and the rest of the
one of the staff members serves
college. The students will lose their
Cinestudio doesn't make the
advisor and the faculty will lose an
administration responsible for its
important means of input into the
success." Cinestudio and the
operation of the theater.
academic use of film at Trinity
He gets indignant when Dean
come under different headings,
Nye says Cinestudio is subsidized
according to Smith.
by the college. Though it does
provide services such as utilities
and heat, Stires strongly disagrees
Dean Nye's decision to
with Nye's contention that it is
dismiss Stires, commented Vice
dependent on the college in its
President Smith, was entirely
daily operation. The Cinestudio
within the administrtive domain
staff does its own maintenance and
and student opinion need not have
rep0s, and has installed thousentered the picture. He added that
sands of dollars of equipment.
when the administration needs
The theater aids the school by beneficial student input, they ask
providing plenty of free publicity, for it. In a similar situation conas well as through the cultural cerning the resignation of the head
contribution it makes. Further, of student services, students were
Stires adds that many of the ser- not consulted when the decision
vices the college offers are was made not to refill this position,
and likewise, says Smith, no
Unrequested or negligible. Cineconsultation was called for in this
studio, he says, is anything but
a subsidized creature, ''in truth," .matter either.
he concludes, "Cinestudio subAlthough Smith asserted that
sidizes the college."
Cinestudio is an operation existing
Silverman :Should Not
outside the academic framework,
Replace Stires
he did state that the College does
have final authority over the
Professor Kaja Silverman has theatre. Cinestudio, according to
found herself in a very un- Dean Nye, occupies space on the
comfortable positon, since she is Trinity campus and in terms of
slated to replace Larry Stires, a security and other functions, the
man whose work she respects and administration assumes many of
whose help she feels she needs in her responsibilities for the cinema
order to be maximally effective, as ithat an ordinary theater owner
Film Coordinator. Silverman could would.
Smith* stated that the adnot stress strongly enough that she
should not be replacing Stires, ministration is not' actively con;
since she will not have the same cerned with Cinestudio, but rather
duties as he does. She emphatically in establishing a mechanism by
states, "My position in no way which the faculty can make use of
films at a lower cost, and expects
overlaps with Larry Stires."
Unlike Stires, she will have that Cinestudio will cooperate. In
nothing to do with Cinestudio's speaking of Stire's dismissal, Vice
" internal planning. Her respon- President Smith stated that "Dean
sibilities will deal mostly with the Nye was another person confaculty end of film matters at the fronted with the need to reduce his
college. She hopes to organize the expenditures", although Nye places
faculty, 'begin building a film emphasis on other than financial
library, organize film rentals for factors.
classroom use, and generally
Finally, Vice-President Smith
increase the efficiency with which
1
concede
; that Stires has conCinestudio deals with the academic
nections, interest, and expertise,
side of film use.
but again reiterated that CineCinestudio personnel feel that
studio is a student-run operation,
Silverman lacks much of the
and as such, is on its own.
technical knowledge that Stires.
"One of its beauties," said Smith,
has, a belief with which she agrees.
"is that the College has not had to
Though she is probably more
hire someone to run it." Smith adds
informed about the history and
that "Cinestudio can succeed or
appreciation of film, she readily
fail just as other student operations
admits, "I don't have his (Stires)
•do, depending on the long run
technical knowledge or experience
upon the success of the student
in dealing with d i s t r i b u t o r s . "
involved in it, and the kinds of
Stires, she maintains, is indispensservices they provide."
•' •
able to the smooth running of a full
film program on campus, and she
believes they could work well Student Managers Indignant
Over Exclusion
together. "I want Larry to continue," she repeats.
Andrew Teitz, a student
As compared to Stires' salary of
manger
of Cinestudio, says that the
$4500, Silverman will receive a
stipend of $1500 for her added ramifications of the situation
responsibilities. She says she of- extend "beyond the firing of
fered to do the work without pay, Stires". According to Teitz, the
but Dean Nye "generously attached absence of student opinion in,
regards to the dismissall, and Nye's
a stipend."
.
lack of consultation place the
The
whole
controversy
independence of other student run
surrounding her has upset
organizations in question.
Silverman, but she is pleased that
the Dean has recognized the imA week before his dismissal,
portance of film as a field of study,
says
Teitz, Stires met with Dean
and is grateful that she will have a
small, and hopefully increasing, Nye and received no hint of what
was to come. On February eighth,
budget with which to work.
Stires received notice tht he would
Vice President S m i t h not be rehired in the fall,, despite
Administration not
the fact, that as Nye admitted in his
Responsible for Staffing of note to department chairman and
Cinestudio
program directors, Stires "provided
Vice President Smith stated a useful linkage between the
that there is unfortunately no faculty and Cinestudio." Nye sent
definite bridge between the letters to Cinestudio employees
James Hanley and Peter McMorris,

informing them of Stire's dismissal
as film coordinator, but according
to Teitz, "did not even bother to
find out the names of Cinestudio
mangers,- let alone send them
notices." this lack of concern over
Cinestudio, a student organization,
Teitz feels is inexcusable.
In his notice, Dean Nye
referred to Cinestudio as a
"subsidized creature of the
College," a phrase- greatly
disagreed with by the Cinestudio
staff, says Teitz. He explains that
Cinestudio receives no funding
from the College, and that the
charter proclaims the financial
independence of the operation.
Electricity and heat for Kreible
auditorium, which would be
supplied even if the facility were
not used for the showing of film, is
the only expenditure the College
makes in regard to Cinestudio,
comments Teitz, and the capital
improvements ma'de in the
auditorium far outweigh this cost.
T«itz stresses the fact that
Cinestudio is an independent
organization that pays for its own
expenditures, and not only is not a
"subsidized creature," but it
actually subsidizes some college
programs. Despite the fact that
many professors complain that
Cinestudio does not make
adequate efforts to obtain the film
they request for classes, Teitz says
that Cinestudio has shown many
films for the benefit of classes and
has been forced to take losses.
"The charter states no obligation to
the school curriculum," Teitz
states, "and many professors,
having little knowledge in the
mechanics of film booking, don't
realize how difficult it is to
schedule a film far in advance.
In addition, Teitz expfjiifcseA Ms
concern over Silverman's proposed
appointment. He feels that
Silverman is familiar with the
mechanics of film from a teaching
standpoint, but "has no expertise in
• the nuts and bolts of booking that
Larry has gained after nineteen
yars of experience."
Teitz says that Dean Nye's
deicsion could be revoked in two
ways: an overruling by President
Lockwood, or a majority vote by
faculty members. He stressed that
the Cinestudio managers would
rather settle things quietly, but
that they would go so far as to
"stage a sit down strike."

Potter Wants Better Defined
Film Program
Other Input Offered
Dr. James L. Potter considered
one of the English department's
film experts, spoke of the quality of
Cinestudio and the "peculiar
combination of artistic and
commercial films that are offered
at the theater at a low price. He
states that Stires' contributed
tremendously to the development
of Cinestudio and that the faculty
owes him much credit and appreciation, and added that most
members of the English department were surprised at the news ot
his dismissal.
Potter .supports Cinestudios
autonomy and commented that u
the College were to try to run
Cinestudio it would be as "bad as
their trying to run the Tripod, tie
does feel, however, that Cinestudio
should cooperate with the College.
Although inevitably Cinestudio has
not been able to get a hold of some
desired films, they have procureo
others that the staff would not have
otherwise obtained, Potter addeo.
Potter asserts tht the amorphous relationship between
Cinestudio and the faculty needs; w
be more clearly defined, and tna>
this is where Professor Silverman
would come in.

George Will: Our Inflationary Political Culture
by Julie Johnson
Prefacing his remarks with a
confession of his conservative
dispostion, Pulitzer Prize-winning
columnist George F. Will
presented "A Perspective on
Current Events" to an appreciative
audience racked into Aetna Life
and Casualty spacious auditorium
last Tuesday evening.
Will, a 1962 graduate of Trinity,
writes a nationally syndicated
newspaper column and a bi-weekly
column for Newsweek magazine.
Mr. Will also appears on
"Agronsky and Co.", a nationally
'syndicated political commentary
program.
Will holds a B.A. degree from
Oxford Uiversity and a M.S. and
Ph.D., both in political science,
from Princeton University. He
appeared at Aetna as the guest of
the Hartford College For Women
Alumnae Association. Mr. Will's
wife, Marion Madeleine Will is a
graduate and Alumnae Trustee of
the College.
Will articulated clearly his view
of the complex problems posed by
the present day political vulture in
which Americans live. Mr, Will's
wry humor punctuated his remarks
and placed his rather pessimistic
views in a palatable perspective.'
Characteristic of his humor,
Willbegaji by saying that if he had
a theme to offer it was best expressed by the words on a tombstone in an English churchyard: "I
told you I was sick."
Will sees the sickness of the
American state of
affairs
manifested in the fact that the
r!'Amexie»R people are trying to
communicate to their leaders in
Washington "a sense that they have
anxieties about themselves, about
'heir fundamental
political
processes, habits, culture, not to
mention the way this is translated
into leadershop in Washington."
Yet, the message which the

people are sending out is "a very
garbled message," according to
Will. In sorting out the confusion,
Will finds that there exists today a
"dramatic division in the American
mind."
On the one hand, Americans
are in agreement as never before
that the country's number one
problem is inflation. Will believes
that inflation "is not only the
salient issue..,it is salient in a way,
which issues rarely are."
Inflation cuts across regional
and social differences and leaves
no disagreement among Americans
as to the nature of the problem. As
Will says, Americans "do not think
it is caused by Arabs, oil companies, by big business, or big
labor. They believe it is caused by
the federal budget, by actions
taken in the federal sector, not the
private sector,"
Will explains the, mid-term
resurgence of Republicans elected
into congressional and gubernatorial seats, as evidence that
Republicans were benefilting from
a "country preoccupied with inflation."
Despite this consensus abiout
inflation and its causes, Americans
do not wish to stop receiving public
goods and services.
For example, Will points out
that the elderly in the United
Statees are the disproportionate
consumers of public goods and
services like medicare and pensions. This group, which constituted 40% of the voters in the
last election, has the "incentive and
political power to insist on expansion of those portions of the
federal budget from which they
benefit." Yet, the fact that the
elderly face a fixed income makes
them particularly fearful of inflation.
Services such as medicare,
social security, and food stamps are
in themselves inflationary, says

Conn. In Brief
"Lifestyles Of Professional Women"
"Lifestyles of Professional Women" a forum with Marcia Hinks,
counsel with Aetna Life and Casualty, and Barbara Kennedy,
Secretary of State for the State of Connecticut will be presentedby
the Trinity College Women's Center and the Career Counseling
Office on Tuesday April 24 at 4:30 P.M. in Wean Lounge. The
meeting designed "to aid women in exploring their options for the
future," is open to the Trinity Community.

"Conversations With Bella"
A dinner and discussions "with Ms. Bella Abzug, former U.S.
Congresswoman, and former Chairman of the President's Advisory
Council on Women, will take place on Tuesday, May oin. me cwui
is free to Trinity Students on the meal plan and $6 for all others with
advance registration in the Women's Center by May 1st, The dinner
and discussion will run from 5:00*7:00 in Hamlln Hall.

State Sues For Funds
Because of the State's alleged failure to comply with the new
federal regulations on granting emergency food stamps, the federal
government wishes to cut about 9,3% of the food stamp subsidy to
*e State. The State of Connecticut has responded by suing the
federal government in order to retain $100,000 in federal funding
% thi food stamp program,

"Save The Whales"
"Big Flo" and "Ace" two gargantuan hot air balloons shaped
We whales flew over the heads of 500 persons who marched
through Hartford on Saturday to "Save the Whales" an event
sponsored by the Connecticut Cetacean Society and WHCN FM
radio station. The event elicited petition signing to end commercial
paling, and to offer support for canoeist Bill Davis who left
Hartford last fall on a Pan American Voyage to call attention to the
Ph8ht of the vanishing whales.

Will, because they are "payments
to individuals" which make up a
growing portion of the federal
budget.
According to Will these
segments of the budget have been
increasing at an annual rate of
8.5% since the 1950's and now
comprise 48% of the total budget
outlay,
Will feels that this trend is
particularly dangerous because
these programs now have an
automatic growth rate, that is to
say, they do not depend on specific
renewals by Congress, but are
"entitlement programs" with built
in renewal mechanisms in the
federal government.
Furthermore, Will believes this
"sheer inflationary momentum in
the federal apparatus" to have a
parallel in the "American
psychology today." "Americans
have decided that inflation is a
permanent affliction."
In the last two years, the
recovery from the 1974 recession
has been sustained by an increase
in consumer or debts which is
growing 50% faster than increases
in disposable incomes. As Mr. Will
put it, Americans are moving "out
of dollars into debt,"
This trend, coupled with a

rising number of supplementary
incomes marks the consumers
efforts to stay ahead of inflation.
Yet, these tactics also indicated
that "Americans have given up on
politics, given up on their ability to
rein in their appetites for public
goods and services,' says Will.
This consuming tendency
among Americans reflects the
values of our "commercial society
built on the refusal to defer
gratification." Our political consumerism is also represented by
the various interest groups which
work with a congressional committee and a bureaucracy for their
particular needs.
Thus, a government faced with
inflation confronts a dual problem.
Firstly, "It is an inflationary
political culture which we live in.'
The 'divided
American mind"
characterizes our society in which
there is a "voracious appetite for
public goods and serivces and a .
reluctancy' on theu part of the
people to pay for them."
Secondly, Will says that the
"stark truth" about the politics of
our time is that "The. growth of
•government spending under entitlement programs is consuming
revenues faster than the working of
the economy is producting them."

We are confronting & situation in
which we will have "permanent
fiscal scarcity".
In light of the multiple interests
clamoring for funds the only
politically feasible anti-inflationary
policy would be "simultaneous
cutting back," says Will.
Such a policy is difficult for a
President, who inherits "an
inherently weak office," to initiate.
The President could move the
country and Congress to action
with rhetoric, yet he feels
Americans have learned to turie
out public affairs.
According to Will "The fundamental American assumption
which accounts for all our tranditions of political moderation...is
that economic growth is easy and
democratice," "...there has been
small impulse for redistributive
poltics in this country. It was felt
unnecessary ...to allocate wealth
and opportunity."
But now, Will predicts, "As
economic growth slows down that
impulse will incresae, the stakes of
politics will increase ...It is for that
reason I believe We've entering
probably the most dnagerous era in
American history,"

Student Opinion

A Plea For GonnPirg
On Friday, April 27, Trinity
students will have the opportunity
to vote to keep the Connecticut
Public Interest Research Group
(ConnPIRG) on the Trinity Campus. I urge all students to vote
"Yes" on ConnPIRG. .
What, you might ask, is ConnPIRG, arid why should it be on the
Trinity campus? ConnPIRG is a
student-run, student-financed organization, that attempts to help
people help themselves. In the past
two years, it has assisted in the
passage of the bottle bill in
Connecticut, brought Ralph Nader
to speak at Trinity, and organized a
Trinity Coalition in Support of the
JvP. Stevens Boycott. (Among
campus organizations that have
endorsed the boycott are the
Trinity Tripod, the SGA, and the
Trinity Women's Center) It has
also worked with the Hartford
Clamshell Alliance jn their efforts
to ban nuclear waste transport
through the City of Hartford.
Every time a Trinity student

Harris
cont. from p. 8
Otto Wagner, Klimt was damned
by Viennese society because like
Wagner, he too dared to reject the
illusion that was Vienna: the
illusion of glory.
No less so than any of these
artists, Dlaghilev refuesed to
simply pander to the intereests of
the bourgeoisie. On the contrary,
his aim was often to intentionally
offend. In "Rite of Spring" which
opened in 1913, the audience rioted
after only thirty seconds of the
performance. As Harris described
it, the reason for the violent
reacton was summed up by one
elderly duchess who fumed "I am
sixty years old and no one has ever
dared to make a fool of me
before." Diaghilev, together with
Nijinsky, Fokine, Stravinsky and
other notable artists not ony dared
but succeeded.

walks out the south door of Mather
Hall, he/she sees one of ConnPlRG's projects-Bertha, the ugly
bin that does a beautiful job of
recycling. When the Connecticut
General Assembly tried to take
away student's rights to drink (by
raising the age of majority from 18
to • 19, 20, or 21), ConnPIRG
stepped in, and has been one of the
leaders in the fight against such a
move.
When the Telephone Company
tried to rip off the public last fall by
charging for Directory Assistance,
ConnPIRG published a report
showing how the proposed charge
would discriminate against students, minorities and the elderly.
ConnPIRG is not, however, just
a service organization. Far from it.
There are numerous opportunities
for student internships, for either
academic credit or salary. Students
can do an independent study with

ConnPIRG, They can learn the
techniques of grass-roots organizing and legislative lobbying. They
can run a consumer survey, or a
public opinion poll, and gain
invaluable experiehce in learning
how to deal with people.
And projects are not limited to
the above. The student members
determine project priorities and
activities. A professional staff is
paid to guide the students, but it
does not impose its will on them.
Is ConnPIRG a worthwhile
organization? President Jimmy
Carter, in a message of January 24,
1979, lauded all PIRG's for their
"considerable civic accomplishments" and "Valuable work in
solving some of the pressing
political and social problems of our
country." Vote " y e s " on
ConnPIRG.
Sincerely yours,
Daniel M. Vincenzo

Boston University
Summer Term 1979
FIRST SESSION: MAY 22-JUNE29
SECOND SESSION: JULY 2-AUGUST 10
This summer Boston University again offers over 700 courses in
subjects ranging from Anthropology to Theology. You can study
Communication in Washington or Education in Moscow, the
Philosophy of Art or the Philosophy of Science, the Psychology
of Learning, or the Psychology of Play. There is something for
college students and college teachers; for sociologists and psychologists, for mathematicians and computer technicians, for
business majors and music minors. You can study Biology or
Broadcasting, Counseling or Classics/Photography or Physics,
Social Education or Social Work. From Logic to Rhetoric, frprn
theory to practice, from morning 'til evening Boston University
has what you need—and this H a n a i B n a M B i i 9 a « B a B i
summer, it just might be the | Boston University Summer Term" '
best investment you'll ever g 755 Commonwealth'Aw.
make. '
i Boston, Mass. O221S

Send for the
Bulletin today or
call (617) 353-4128
Boston University admits students regardless ol
ihoir race color, national origin, religion, sex. age.
handicap, and veteran staius 10 ad rts programs
and activities^

Name

Stale

-Zip*
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SUAAAAERSTAGE Announces Third Season's Bill
of three women from their roles as the College chapel, exhibits by
local artists, the traditional
high school cheerleaders, to sororWednesday
evening
Plumb
ity sisters, and finally to postgraduMemorial Carillon Concerts and a
ates apprehensively approaching
newly-formed children's theatre
their thirties.
Summerstage Artistic Director company which will perform "three
Roger Sho'emaker will direct productions.
The three children's theatre
"Absurd Person Singular" and
"Vanities" and guest director shows to be presented this' summer
Stuart Vaughan will conduct the are: "The Owl and the Pussycat
company through "Arms and the Went to See.,.", a musical by Sheila
Man." Vaughan, currently the Ruskin and David Wood based on
producing director of The' New the verses of the well-known
Edward Lear Poem (June 25, July
Globe Theatre, was the creative
force in the formative years of the 2); "Winnie-the-Pooh, " a musical
New York Shakespeare Festival adaptation of the A. A". Milne
where he served as artistic director classic by director-in-residence
Granville Wyche Burgess (July 16,
for three seasons and received the
Vernon Rice and 'Obie' awards for 23); and "The Thwarting of Baron
Best Director. After founding The Bolligrew," a fantastic tale of
Phoenix Theatre for which he was swashbuckling and dragon slaving
artistic director for five years,
Vaughan started the Seattle
Repertory Thatre and Repertory
Theatre, New Orleans. In the role
of a writer, he penned a case
history of his experiences as a
theatrical entrepreneur entitled "A
Possible Theatre." > .
by Barbara J.Selmo
In addition to the Summerstage
Tuesday, April 10, the Trinity \
theatre series, the eight-week arts
festival offers performances by Poetry Center sponsored a poetry
three dance companies, chamber reading. The featured poet was
music concerts on Wednesdays in Frank Bidart, graduate of
University of California and
Harvard. Bidart presently lives in
Massachusetts and teaches at
Wellesley and Brandeis* A student
of Robert Lowell, Bidart now
serves as literary executor of the
by Eric Anderson
Robert Lowell estate.
Jan Hammer's "Black Sheep11
Mr. Bidart's reftditigs consisted
It would be a mistake to classify Jan (pronounced "Yon")
of two lengthy poems, the first
Hammer as a "Jazz" artist because his synthesized music defies
entitled "Ellen West," and the
category. On this album one can hear Hammer in a number of
second "The War of Vaslav
mediums. He is able to duplicate the timbres of the guitar (you'd
Nijinsky." Intense to the point of
swear it was real) and the flute plus many other sounds on his
becoming hypnotic,' Bidart unsynthesizer.
fortunately led the audience into
The primary instruments in Hammer's band are: normal and
anticipating more than what he
digital synthesizers; melletron, piano and drums. The album was
ultimately, deEvered. His - initial
recorded in Hammer's own recording studio in upstate New York.
dramatic vocal quality remained at
He engineered, produced and wrote all of the material, except one
the same pitch throughout both
Hendrix number, on this record.
poems, making it very difficult to
Hammer is a very complicated and interesting person, and this
differentiate between narrative
shows in his music. The sound is heavy and drawn within-very
voice and the voice of the
introspective. There are some interesting numbers on this album,
protagonist. His tone changed only
but it's not a record for everyone. The music isn't light like normal
in volume; compassion, doubt,
rock and roll. Hammer's sound is very calculated; if you like that
confusion, anguish were all either
type of music give this record a spin.
loud or soft This constant exJerry Lee Lewis, "Jerry Lee Lewis"
pression by volume was jarring.
This guy's been around a long time, maybe too long, but his
"Ellen West", a poem based on
latest record seems to indicate that he hasn't lost any of his energy.
a psychological essay about a
He still manages to put forth a driving, charged-up piano in the
young woman's intense struggle
same vein of his legendary "Whole lot of Shaking Going On."
with herself, mixed prose and
However, if Lewis wants to fit in more with today's sounds he's got
poetry. Ellen West spoke through
to getrid of his bunch of "doo bee bop" humming and mimicking
"poetry, with the candor and.
background singers. The 43 year old co-founder of rock 'n roll seems
lucidity of a disturbed mind
to be more blues influenced now than he was before; "Who Will
questioning itself, Ellen's obThe Next Fool'Be" bears testament to this. In addition to this
servations are extraordinary; her
increased blues inTusioni he's taken on more of a country sound.
voice is pathetic, capable of
He's even set up now in Nashville, Tennessee*
berating others as well as herself,
This record is welldone in most respects, but it's aimed at an
Ellen West's struggle is one of
older audience. So, unless you believe that the 50's ate still
mental over physical. She longs to
fabulous, stay away froijithisoneandgive.it to your parents!
. :
be rid of her body of fat so that her
Steve Goodman, "High and Outside"
sould may not be obliterted. But
Goodman is a folk singer by trade. Back in the early 70's Kris
the soul works away the body
Kristofferson found him in Chicago. He helped him get the national
regardless of the mind, and she lets
recognition that he has today. To some Goodman might be better
her favorite opera star, Maria
known as a songwriter than as his own interpreter: Many big names
Callas, be her example. As Callas
have recorded his songs, such as Arlo Guthrie, John Denver and
lost weight, her voice deteriorated.
Joan Baez. This album is a good representation of the diverse
"I live for art," Callas sang in
talents Goodman possesses. The songs are of an eclectic mixture,
"LaTosca," "Art has repaid me like
but somehow they seem to hold together quite nicely. The album's
this."
high point is "The one that got away", as it features the lovely
So Ellen feels that she should
Nicolette Larson singing a duet with Goodman. (It's in the same
not have a body She abuses it, even
vein as the recent hit single by Suzi Quatro and Chris Norman called
though she knows that she must
"Stumblin'In.")
have one in order to know herself.
The two complement each other and make for a pleasant
Knowledge of herself is what she
number. Says Goodman of the recording session with Nicolette
strives to acquire,
while she was working on her own album:"We snuck out to L. A.,
Ellen West's diagnosis stated
grabbed some time at Hollywood Sound, and spent 20 hours
that she did not need professional
recording and eating Chinese food-Nicolette was perfect, we were
psychiatric help, and
was
able to make a record out of a song, and that's a challenge. There's
discharged from institutional care.
a wealth of material on this album, a mood for everyone."
Outwardly calm, happy and
Concludes Goodman, "An album starts with the songs, and it ends
"festive", she finally conquered her
up with the sound. We don't try to label these things, we just do
body by taking an overdose of
them. And I think we've done them pretty well this time." Agreed.
poison.

Summerstage, the summer arts
festival at Trinity College, has
announced its third theatre season
of three comedies to be performed
by a professional resident Equity
company.
Launching this summer's lineup June 22 through July 7 is Alan
j Ayckbourn's Broadway triumph,
"Absurd
Person
Singular."
-Transported from the London
stage, the play opened in New York
in 1974 and featured Richard Kiley,
Geraldine Page and Sandy Dennis,
the plot, a comic expose on
social mobility in suburbia, involves the frustrated interactions of
three couples in three kitchesn on
three consecutive Christmas Eves.
George Barnard Shaw's "Arms
and the Man," a classic mockery of
romance and heroism, will fill the
second slot July 33 through 28. First
produced in London in 1894, this
social satire .was successfully
revived in the Unitd States 31 years
later by New York's Theatre Guild
and starred Alfred Lunt and Lynn
Pontanne.
"Vanities," the current Off
Broadway hit, will mark' the close
of the season August 3 throgh 18. A
bittersweet comedy of growing up
in the '60's, the plot traces the lives

Album Review

A Few Short Cuts

by Robert Bolt, the author of "A
Man for All Seasons" (August 6,
13).
The children's theatre company, comprised of young apprentices, will be headed by
director/ playwright Granville
Burgess. Burgess is a founding
director
of the
American
Children's Theatre of Washington,
D. C. He has written and staged
several of his own musical
productions for children, two of.
which, "Paul Revere Rides Again"
and "Common Sense," were aired
nationally on NBC-TV.
Summerstage was inaugurated
at Trinity College three years ago
to provide professional arts events
for the central Connecticut region
during the summer months.

Summerstage
was
recently
awarded a $75,000 grant by the
Hartford Foundation for Public
Giving to ensure the continuation
of the arts festival for the next
three years. Because of the success
of the theatre series last summer,
with attendance up by 30%, each
production will run an additional
three performances. This year, the
main stage theatre company will be
entirely comprised of Equity
actors.
The Summerstage festival
season will begin June 22 and
continue through August 18,
Subscriptions to the theatre, dance
and children's theatre series are
now available. For information,
contact the Summerstage box
office at 525-1471.

Poetry Review

Bidtirt Shortchanges Veracity
"Ellen West", though filled with
the pathos of a questioning mind,
present platitudes confused by the
manner in which Bidart expresses
her mind. Such phrases as "sitting
along with a book, in the book and
out of it," and "the history of styles
is not to have a body," are
disconcerting because they capture
the textbook quality of insanity
rather than the personal quality.
Ellen West's voice, fragile, pining,
beating its wings against hospital
walls, is caught by the bars of
inarticulation.
"The War of Vaslav Nijinsky" is
another poem of remarkable
platitudes, Nijinsky, his remarkable
fife, his wife, his child, his affair
with his instructor, Diagolev, all
pull, twist and wrench against each
other in the poem. One is led
through tht intricacies of Nijansky's mind, in movements similar to
his dance. His war in his mind so
fascinated him that he creates a
dance, a dance that covers the
whole scale of life. Struggling with
his own sanity, with his feelings
about himself and his immense
guilt, Nijinsky's war dance was the
last dance he performed in public.
Again, as in "Ellen West",
"the War of Vaslav Nijinsky"
presents the great questions of life,
as they can be expressed through a
certain person's life. In the poem,
Nijinsky speaksin statements. "I
know people's faults because, in

my soul, I have committed them."
"The insane do not feel guilt. All
life exists at the expense of other's
lives. To say I am guilty is to accept
implication in the human race."
In an explanation of his poetry,
Bidart said that he writes through
use of a persona, expressing many
things he has observed or felt
through a speaker. Bidart's personas, however, seem to want to
speak perfect truths for him. He
•has.chqsen'tw,ojft«j3ie;3Qi|^ with
artistic
souls,
precafflWAslj
balanced, and attempted to wring
from them thoughts and incidents
that explain human existence.
Human struggle, the questioning of a mind, is expressive
and effective when it is focused on
one person and his experiences.
Using a sensitive soul as one's
mouthpiece is. not as effective as
making the character speak from
his own soul. I felt that Bidart's
poetry was not fair to his
characters. It was tense,.edgy, and
agitating, probably because of the
conflict betwee Bidart's emotions.
It had the sensationalist quality of
the grinding teeth and clenched
fists of the poet. Bidart hides
behind his personae. He lets Ellen
West aand Vaslav Nijinsky "be
ferocious, timid or confused for
him. His style was not successful,
Luckily, the spirit of his characters
did reach his audience. Frank
Bidart could control his voices only
to a certain degreeT

May 4 and 5 the Hartford Ballet will return from a ten-week
national tour to close Its '78-79 dance season at the Bnshnell with a
program of four new works including Michael Uthoffs
choreography of "The Prodigal Son.'.1 This Bible story of corrupted
youth is set to a score by Serge Pokofiev. The ballet follows the son
as he departs from home, is seduced and then abandoned by a
group of hedonists, and eventually is reunited with his family.

up
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Arts
Elvis Costello No Ephemeral Phenomenon
by Valerie Goodman
Elvis Costello's popularity in
America seems to be steadily
increasing. He is currently winding
up his U.S. tour. "Armed
Forces", his third album, has been
favorably reviewed and is selling
well. This release followed, in
relatively quick succession, that of
"My Aim is True" and "This Year's
Model" (1977 and early 1978,
respectively).
Now, those interested in music
appear to be divided into fanatic
fans and those listeners who are
disdainful, indifferent, or regard
him as weird. No doubt his appearance on his first album cover—
black-framed galsses, unruly dark
hair, rolled up jeans, his peculiar
stance—helps to convey that
impression. He was seen by many
at that time as just another punk
rocker, although his first singles,
"Alison" and "(The Angels Wanna
Wear My) Red Shoes" received
much attention. I remember one of
my friends telling me about Elvis
Costello's appearance at Brown
last year. Few people had attended
the concert, and it seemed possible
that Elvis could be a passing
phenomenon. This is no longer
true.
Elvis Costello (not his real
name) is twenty-three, British, and,
according to People Magazine,
"has a '50s look, and early '60s
lover-boy voice, and a 70s punk
attitude". He writes nearly all his
own material. His songs which are
melodically satisfying, often have
real rocking beat, and significant
lyrics. Costello plays with words,
transforming expressions and
phrases in a sophisticated style, to
give them an ironic twist. This
device is especially evident in his

Concert Review

latest album. In "Accidents Will guy dressed up as Elvis ran by.
Happen", he used the phrase, Shortly after we got in, we heard
"Your mind is made up but your the Rubinoos, a four-man band
mouth is undone", reversing it later from California. They played for
in the song: "Your mouth js made about half an hour, but they
up by your mind is undone". Ini realized their unfortunate situation
another song, "Party Girl", he as a warm-up band. One Rubinoo
casually sings, "I'm in a griplike commented, "I know you're all
vice". It takes awhile to realize that here to see Elvis."
the normal expression is "vicelike
The setup of the Hard Rock
grip". And in "Senior Service": "It's C afe is basically a stage and a large
a death that's worse than fate." open area where everyone stands.
Elvis Costello's lyrics can be Beyond this are bars and tables. As
complex and thought-provoking. the Rubinoos act came to an end,
Reviewers have also commented many people kept trying to get
on the contrast in some of the closer to the stage, so as to be in a
songs between a gentle melody and good spot to see Elvis. The result
such biting lyrics as "There's so was a very hot room with a lot of
many people to see, so many people close together—not too
people you can check upon and good for those under 5'6" (or those
add to your collection, but they with claustrophobia). One guy
keep you hanging on, until you're standing near me, about 6'4" said
well hung".
to his friend, "I feel guilty being- so
tall."
This admittedly superficial
review was the preface to an
account of the recent big event for
all Costello fans in the area. This
was namely his appearance (-with
his band The Attractions, of
by Fred Sergeant
course) at the Hard Rock Cafe.
"That which we call a rose by
Before going to the concert, I had
heard many reports of previous any other name would smell as
concerts on this tour, and read sweet," said William Shakespeare;
some reviews in Rolling Stone. This and we can believe it. He might
magazine mentioned his controlledl well have said; "A sauce by any
energy, and his careful yet vibrat-i other name is still a sauce.''
There are just about as many
ing performance. They even com-l
pared him to Bruce Springsteen ins sauces as there are chefs, and each
sauce has its own name. The names
some aspects of his style.
can be confusing, especially when
I went to the concert psyched they are spelled several different
to see Costello, and I was not ways in unfamiliar languages.
disappointed. I really enjoyed
These names are only labels.
hearing him live, and I appreciate The label is not important; the
his talent. When my friend Lynn basic know-how is.
and I arrived, however, we had to
Sauces are an important part of
wait an hour in line as they slowly making food taste good- If you can
let people in. During this time, a make a good sauce, you can cook
anything.
The sauces most familiar to us
in the United States are from the
French school of cooking. In
France, the saucier is the prima
donna of the famous restauranteven the Chef-General handles him
with kid gloves!
her shame humorously while
Most of the French sauces have
shrieking of her ecstasy at her new- three things in common:
found state of opulence.
1. AFlavorer
Another song which Fairbanks 2. A Liquid (stock)
sang well was "Killing Me Softlv". 3. A Thickener (roux)
When she sang quietly the qualityy
You may remember that I've
of her voice was a joy to hear. The mentioned in previous articles that
true sweet quality of her singing all recipes, regardless of where
came through unmasked by excess they are from, make repeated use
vibrato or sharping. The major of these three things. These are
criticism which I have of Fair- combined and extended into hunbanks' singing is not a technical dreds of different recipes.
Any sauce should: 1. Be
one. At times she did not seem
sensitive to the mood of the1 smooth. 2. Be light but not watery.
song she was singing. It seemed 3. Be. Glossy. 4. Have a distinctive
that Anne's vivacious personality taste. 5. Complement, not domitook center stage. As a result, the! nate, the food.
A sauce having these qualities
wistful delicate quality of some
songs such as "Over the Rainbow" will flatter the taste buds and
was lost. It was disappointing that enhance the food with which it is
Anne seemed capable of ex- used.
No recipe, regardless of how
pressing genuine emotion but
carefully it is written and followed,
rarely did so.
Doug Thorn also sang ex- can take the place of a little
tremely well; like Fairbanks he is practice. A few "trial run;. ' will
quite an accomplished singer. The save time and money. Pract'f"* will
quality of his singing seemed to be fix the amounts of ingredients to
good overall in spite of the fact that suit your taste. You will find your
occasionally his voice lacked- own balance, neither too much nor
power. He enthusiastically, ex-l too little. One thing leads to
pressed changes in mood ands another- and that certainly applies
emotion. He successfully handled a! tp sauces. •
There are four principal "warm
wide range of styles from a bouncy'
"Georgey Girl" to a pensive,? sauces"-Basic White, Basic
haunting "Maria". He related to* Brown, Basic Hollandaise, and
the audience without any detrimen-l Basic Tomato. These are the basics
upon which other sauces are built.
tal effects on his singing.
For example: Basic White
The highlight of the program
Sauce leads to MorneySauce, Soucont. on p. 8

Pop Music Presented
by Bettina Bernstein
Reviewing popular vocal music
is always an enjoyable challenge.
The familiar nature of this type of
music can make it hard to regard
these songs critically. That does
not mean they shoud not be
compared to "serious" vocal music.
They do constitute a musical art
form even though they are also a
popular idion.
Friday night three members of
the Trinity Community (Anne
Fairbanks '79, Doug Thorn '78, and
Gerald Moshell, Music Department) presented "A Program of
Popular Vocal Music" at Garmany
Hall of the Austin Arts Center. The
concert was enthusiastically attended by a house packed mainly
by Trinity students. This attested to
the popularity of this type of music.
Overall the three performers did a
polished and professional job..
Transitions between songs were
handled with grace. The piano
accompaniment (handled laudibly
by Gerald Moshell) fairly glittered.
Anne Fairbanks sang well. At
times, she captivated the audience
with her charm, sophisticted good
looks, and confident singing.
"Glitter and Be Gay" was
especially delgihtful. Fairbanks was
m
top-form "hamming it up" with
tte audience. The song is a parody
m
gand quasi-operatic style of the
dilemma
the
character
(Cunegonde) faces. She bemoans

After waiting a long time, and
still no Elvis, people began
shouting "Elvis!" between the
songs on the background tape. A
man came out and said they expected him any minute. He was
coming from New York. About
forty-five minutes later, Elvis
Costello and the Attractions came
on, starting right in with "Goon
Squad". Elvis wore a black shirt
and a black and white checked
jacket. He took the jacket off after a
couple of songs because it was so
hot. He apologized for being late,
saying they'd gotten caught in
traffic. I had to keep standing on
tiptoe to see him, but I was pretty
close to the stage and had a good
view most of the time. He did a lot
of songs from his last two albums,
and "Alison" and "Watching the
Detectives" from his first. When he

began songs like "I Don't Want to
Go to Chelsea" and "Accidents
Will Happen", people applauded
wildly in recognition.
After about an hour, he went
off, but came back for two encores.
These were frantically yelled for by
the excited participants. First he
did one of my favorite songs,
"Mystery Dance" and then a
rocking number, "Pump It Up".
He certainly gave an impressive
concert, and to a devoted fan like
me, the heat and discomfort of all
the people meant nothing compared to the opportunity to see
Elvis Costello. From the reaction
of the people around me, many
others were just as excited by
Costello's brilliant and energetic
performance.
Lyrics: Copyright 1978, Riviera
Global Record Productions, Inc.

Culinary Corner

A Sauce By Any Other Name
bise Sauce, Mustard Sauce, Mock the two important types of roux—:
,
Hollandaise Sauce, Dill Sauce, and White and Brown.
many others.
Roux will keep in the refrigera-r
Actually, Basic White Sauce is tor almost indefinitely and can be
just old-fashioned milk gravy, the used to thicken any one of the
kind your grandmother used to popular sauces. Furthermore, you
make.
can use it to thicken the liquid for
any of the souffleed, scalloped, of
Ordinarily, there are three
au-gratin dishes. You just add a
consistencies of Basic White Sauce:
teaspoonful (more or less, accordThin, Medium and Thick. For the
most part it seems that Medium is ing to the consistency you want) tc
\
the most practical because it can, be the liquid and cook until thick.
Basic White Sauce—With Roux j
thinnned with a little liquid or
Vt cup milk
i
thickened by cooking it longer.
Basic White Sauce keeps well1 in
1 teaspoon White Roux (Flour anc
the refrigerator, so you can make butter or margarine)
•
up a week's supply and store it in a
1/8 teaspoon salt
plastic container, Whenever you
Combine all the ingredients.
want any one of the 26 sauces that Cook over medium heat, stirring
can be made from Basic White constantly, until the roux has
Sauce, all you have to do is take out melted and the sauce coats, thi
about 4 tablespoonfuls and add the back of your spoon.
:
identifying ingredients of the new
To this Basic White Sauce with
sauce.
Rbux, add the identifying flavorers
You can wisely borrow a tool to make any one of the following
from some of the world's finest sauces. Let it simmer for 1 minute
restaurants: make a "stockpile" of to blend the flavors.
Celery Sauce: Add 2 or 3 tsps. finely minced celery (or 1/8 to Vi tsp.
celery seeds) and 1 tsp. finely minced parsley. Use with fish, liver,
heart, hard-cooked eggs.
Curry Sauce: Add Vi tsp. curry powder, more or less, 1 pinch of
garlic powder (optional); and Vi.tsp. onion powder (optional). Use
with canned lobster, shrimp, crabmeat, fish, hard-cooked eggs,
rice, macaroni, chicken, veal, lamb, and vegetables. •...•:"'
Dill Sauce: Add VJ to Vi tsp. crushed dill seeds, or V* tsp. fresh dill,
minced, or 1/8 tsp. dried dill weed. Use with fish, lamb, veal,
hard-cooked eggs, potatoes.
Egg Sauce: Add Vi hard-cooked egg, chopped, I dash Worcestershire sauce (optional) few gains of dry mustard, l'/a tsp. lemon juice
or tarragon vinegar (optional), few grains of paprika. Use with fish,
spinach (very good here), broccoli, or any green-leaf vegetable.
Horseradish Sauce: Add V% to 1 tsp. grated (prepared) horseradish,
Vi tsp. sugar, 1 pinch of nutmeg (optional) 1 tsp. white wine. Use
with boiled beef, pot roast, boiled lamb, boiled fish..
Mushroom Sauce: Add 2 to 4 Tbls. sliced mushrooms sauteed in 1
tsp. butter. Use with chicken, veal, ham,' boiled beef, stuffing for j
crepes.
*
I
Mustard Saucet Add V* tsp. dry mustard, mixed with water to make
a thick paste; Vi tsp. sugar; V* tsp. lemon juice or vinegar. Use with |
ham, boiled beef, lamb, tongue, corned beef, pork, heart. ' • . ' •
Olive Sauce: Add 4 tsp. finely chopped olives (ripe, green, or !
stuffed), V* tsp. finely minced or ground parsley. Use with
vegetables, rice, leftover chicken, filling for crepes.
j
Onion Sauces (Soubise) Add 2Tbls. finely chopped onion, or 1 Tbls. \.
onion flakes, simmered in a little water until limp and drained, few i
grains of nutmeg (optional) salt to taste. Use with Iamb, chicken, \
canned tuna, liver, hard-cooked eggs, veal, pork, fish.
;
Seafood Sauce: Add 2 Tbls. cooked or canned shrimp, lobster, or j
crab, chopped and either paprika to taste, or 1 tsp. sherry, and \
pepper and salt to taste. Use with bake fish; broiled fish, most fish [
casserole dishes.
Remember, Sauces are like frosting on a cake, they add that
extra touch to plain and fancy means alike. Suddenly leftover foods
become a whole new meal.
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Arts Calendar
edited by Sarah Jane Nelson
The New England Repertory Theatre presents "A Phoenix Too
Frequent" by Christopher Fry, May 19 to June 24, Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday at 8 pm. Sun. at 2 pm. Previews are May 16,
17,18. For information call (617) 798-8685.
The Hull Truck Theatre Company Ltd., will present its first
performance in America on April 24 as part of Long Wharf
Theatre's Mini-Festival of visiting theatrical events. The Britains
are bringing their widely praised adaptation of Flann O'Brien's
comic novel, The Dalkey Archive, to LWT's Stage LL where they
will be performing through Sunday, April 29.
"Phaedra", by Jean Racine will be performed at the Yale
University Theatre April 26-30. The play, directed by Andre
Ernotte, will feature the second-year acting class of the Yale School
of Drama. For information call 1-436-1603.
Real Art Ways, the New England Center for the presentation of
new and experimental works of art, will feature a special event
presenting Organic Oboe on Friday evening, April 27th, at 8:30 pm
at 197 Asylum St. in Hartford.
An exhibition of the work of sculptor Jane B. Armstrong will
open at the Wadsworth Atheneum's Lions Gallery of the Senses on
Tues. April 24. Ms. Armstrong carves directly into marble to create
works of animal and abstract forms which seem to emerge from the
stone.
Gerald Moshell with conduct the Trinity College Orchestra and
Concert Choir, assisted by instrumentalist from the Hartt School of
Music, in performances of Beethoven's 9th Symphony, on Friday
and Saturday, April 27-28, at 8:15 pm in the Goodwin Theatre.
Soloists will be Anne Fairbanks,'79, soprano; Meloney Murphy,'79,
alto; Nicholas Park, tenor; and Douglas Thorn, '78, baritone.
. Admission is $1.50.
The Galvanized Jazz Band makes its first appearance at the
Music Series, held at South Congregational/First Baptist Church in
New Britain on Friday evening, April 27th at 7:30 pm. For
- information call 233-3691.
Real Art Ways is pleased to present Charlie Haden - solo Bass in
two shows on Sunday, April 29 at 3:30 pm. and again at 8;30 pm.
The suggested donation is $3.00. For information call 525-5521.
RAW will also present bassist/composer Joe; Fonda and
Ensemble in two performances on Saturday April 28, at 8:30 pm and
again at 11 pm. The recommended donation is $3.00.
Szymon Goldberg, will be heard in his New Haven debut as
soloist with Yale Symphony Orchestra, on Thurs. April 26 at 11 pm.
On Tues. and Weds. April 24 and 25, the Smithsonian Chamber
pJayers will perform 17th and 18th Century Baroque and Classical
music. Using only antique instruments and carefully made
reproductions, the ensemble will play at 8:00 pm each evening in
the Austin Arts Center. Tickets are $4.00
"An American Ism: Joe McCarthy" is a 90 minute biography of
the man whose U,S, Senate career made him one of the dark figures
of the post-war era. CPTV will televise the special May 5 at 3 pm on
Channels 24-Hartford, 49-Bridgeport/Fairfield
County,
53-Norwlch, 61-Waterbury and 65-New Haven.
Mystic Marinelife Aquarium and the University of Conn, are
offering a summer course in Coastal Ecology. The three credit
course will include five days of intensive study aboard the 71-foot
schooner "Voyager". Preparatory lectures will be given June 4, 6,
11 and 13 and 15 at the Aquarium and the university's Southeastern
Conn. Branch. The boat trip is scheduled for June 18 to 22. For
more information contact Mystic Marinelife Aquarium, Mystic,
Conn. 06355.

Music Review

Book

Conoway's Slice of Politics
by Jon Zondennan
Book Review:
World's End
James Conoway
William Morrow and Company
New York 1978
$10.95
Politics, money, power and sex.
If you put these four ingredients
together, and you write fairly well,
you should be able to set your
novel.
James Conoway writes very
well. And he has put these four
ingredients together in a superb
novel of political intrigue set in
Louisiana, World's End.
World's End is a parish on the
Louisians coast, and Conoway's
book is a tour de force about the
corruption of the political process
and the cynicism of those two
consider themselves a little more
"liberal" than all of that.
Conoway seems to have the
pattern of good old southern
politics down pretty well, and his
book implies that for all of the
glitter that has been put on, it is still
the same old game: who can spread

mail Ward, so the Commissioner
will "have" the new governor after
the election. But murky dealings
with the dock workers' union cause
ONeiH's assassination. After the
Commissioner's death, his son sets
about rebuilding the economic
empire the father has left and loses
his grip on both Duran and Ward
In additon, Duran finds out that the
Commissioner had had his
grandfather killed 30 years earlier
because of the old man's oppositon
to the Commissioner's lining his
pockets with parish money and
consolidating the power of the
parish into his office.
The confrontation scenes are
not cHmactic, which is a saving
grace. Duran is not a winner in the
end. Ward is the governor, but he is
not a winner either, for his office is
empty, and so is his house, his wife
having decided to exit the political
arena.
World's End is a powerful, at
times depressing, and truthful look
at how America plays the game of
politics, the Southern setting adds a
regional flavor, but one should not
get hung up on it.

Harris Demonstrates Fluency
by Tim Mlchno
Professor Dale Harris, the
Charles A. Dana College Professor
of The Arts-Designate, delivered a
three-part lecture series entitled,
"The Worfd As Art" last Monday,
Tuesday, and Thursday in the
Goodwin Theatre of the Austin
Arts Center. The first lecture, "Art
As RevolutiomFrom Baudelaire to
Wagner" set the tone for the
succeeding two, "Imperial Vienna:
The End of Illusion" and
"Diaghilev
In
Paris:
the
Redefinition of Culture" insofar as
revolution (artistic and social) was
the essential theme of all three.
Harris explored this theme
throughout the series by examining
what he referred to as 'the
languages in which art speaks".
While these "languages" include
the poetry of Baudelaire, the
musical dramas of Wagner, the art
of Klimt and the Viennese
Secessionists, the "Nutzstil" architecture of Otto Wagner and
Loos, and and the avant garde

Lenkest's Recital Inspiring
by Lynn Susman
It isn't every day that The theme was consistently
achievement is properly honored at repeated within the contrasting
Trinity. With grade inflation, high variations, Notable contrasts were
marks are predictable. However, the crescendo in the first variation,
A's and awards are not the only and the decrescendo to the
indicators of great achievement. recapitulation.
Two selections from Debussy's
Worthy of special recognition is
Victoria Lenkeit '82, for an im- "Estampes" followed the Hydn.
pressive piano recital presented at The Debussy especially exhibited
:hv Hartford Public Library, Vicki's light touch in the legato
passages. Although the pianist was
Monday evening April 16.
Vicki, in her twelfth year of obviously in command of these two
piano '-.rudy, is currently a pupil of pieces, the performance of "Jardins
Sandrti Schuldmann. As a Fresh- Sous la Pluie" was superior to "La
men. Vicki's presentation was Soiree dans Grenade" and to the
eqmvalem in difficulty, duration, rest of the program. Vicki's perana pruparuon to a Senior Recital. formance of "Jardins" was the most
and
uninhibited.
1 Jcei completely confident in • expressive
making this comparison as the Perhaps her memorization of this
performer's poise and talent made piece gave her the most musical
for a highly successful recital; she freedom. "La Soiree" was polished
is a tough act for any Senior music yet confined by the printed music.
major to follow.
The second half of the recital
The recital began with Haydn's began with "Papillons", a
"Variations in f". The theme itself collection of twelve short piano
*as precisely and expressively pieces by Robert Schumann.
srformed, effortlessly conveying "Papillons" are character pieces
Haydn's music to the audience. that portray a feeling or mood.

the money around most effectively.
This kind of mucky, murky
political landscape is the place
from which sprung some of the
country's most colorful and
powerful politicians, including Sam
Rayburn, Lyndon Johnson, the
Talmadge family, Gene and his son
Herman, and the famous Long
family, Huey, Earl, and Huey's son,
the still powerful U.S. Senator
Russell.
It has also been the breeding
ground of some of the finest novels
about American politics, most
notably All The King's Men, which
World's End reminds me of
considerably.
Strather "Straight" 1 Ward,
Conoway's man of the new south,
his Jimmy Carter if you will, prides
himself on his integrity, a commodity which isn't worth much in
the political hell-hole that is
World's End.
Michael Duran, a young lawyer
who has left World's End for New
Orleans, is asked to become a
conduit for funds into the Ward
campaign. Ward's benefactor is the
powerful Commissioner of Public
Works for the parish, Rory O'Neill.
O'Neill forces Duran to black-

Their performance is difficult because of their brevity. The pianist
must succinctly convey their
nature, while faced with numerous
technical obstacles, These pieces
were admirably
performed.
Especially effective was Vicki's
contrast between the light running
passages and the heavy chordal
pieces.
The program concluded with
Rachmonmoffs "Prelude in C# ".
This favorite composition was fullsounding without being heavy or
dragging. The performer's versatiiity was demonstrated by a
successful and musical execution
of the contrasting Rachmoninoff
and Debussy.
Victoria Lenkeit is to be
commended for her ambitious
undertaking and polished performance. It is this critic's hope
that we will hear more from Vicki
in the future and that her example
will inspire and encourage further
displays of musicianship from the
student body.

ballet of Diaghilev, Professor Harris demonstrated his "fluency" in
them all. The breadth of his
knowledge seems truly exceptional
as does his ability to convey that"
knowledge to an audience.
Wtih an extensive background
in Dance History, Art History,
Architecture, Theatre, Writing and
Music, Harris showed the extent to
which these apparently disparate
art forms constitute a cohesive
whole. This artistic oneness is
epitomized by the work of
Diaghilev who, according to
Harris, "brought all the arts
together in a new realization of
Wagner's
"Gesantkunstwerk
Parade", first performed in 1917 is
illustrative in this regard. In this
production, dance was joined with
the art of Picasso (who designed
the cubist costumes) and with the
music of Erik Satie.

The artists, architects, poets,
composers, and dramatists about
whom Harris spoke last week
shared another important commonality, N a ^ g ^ J f e j s - ^ l h e fact
that they were all "reviifetionaries" within the realms of their
own work (and of course in the
cases of Wagner and Baudelaire,
political revolutionaries as well).
The sheer newness and raw
creativity which characterized their
art usually shocked their respective
establishments precisely because it
was new, original, visionary.
And Vienna was hardly more
receptive to the art of Gustabe
Klimt. Living under a Kafkaesque
imperial Bureaucracy, Klimt
depicted non-idealized nudes and
painted what Harris described as
"huge, terrifying, hieratic" images
of women. Along with the architect
cont. on p. S

Pop Music Presented
cont. from p. 7
were the songs which Fairbanks
and Thorn sang together. "One
Hand, One Heart" and "Tonight"
were positively breathtaking. More
genuine feeling towards the songs
was expressed when they sang
together.
My only regret is that the whole
concert did not have the brilliance
and Freshness of expression of the

last four songs and two encores.
The penultimate encore "Happiness" seemed to express exactly
the problem of this concert. Excess
self-confidence can lead to a
complacency which removes the
desire to strive for perfection.
Aside from the criticism this
concert was quite pleasant and a
delightful way to spend a Friday
evening.
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Many people spent a lot of time putting out the
Student Government Association Course Evaluation
booklet.
Unfortunately, they probably shouldn't have made
the effort. Although the editors and contributors
undoubtedly approached their work sincerely and with
good intentions, the quality of the product doesn't
justify their labor.
Students like to have access to course evaluations.
They give students who may not know much about a
course or professor an "inside" look. If one doesn't
know someone who's been through a course of
sequence, a course evaluation can fill some gaps and
begin to flesh out the bare bones of dry course
descriptions. Evaluations lead students to believe that
they can rely upon the judgements printed because
they look official and seem carefully arranged.
The greatest flaw of Trinity's evaluations (including
this edition's predecessors) is that it doesn't deliver on
its promises. The evaluation appears, presenting itself
as a "valid" aid In course selection with an implied
claim to statistical validity. In fact it has no statistical
basis at all and is a random editing of random
comments.
While it is true that a great course evaluation
probably means that the course reviewed was pretty
good and that a scathing review Indicates weak
offering, in most cases the evaluations don't reflect
much at all.
The editors claim to have eliminated 13 courses
because of "insufficient data." They further assure us
that all courses with "statiscally invalid response rates
have been el i m i nated."
Nowhere do the editors describe their statistical
criteria or explain how they used the figures and
comments gathered from their questionnaires to reflect
"the attitude and opinions of a majority of Trinity
students."
Confidence in the booklet is further undermined by
the listinnng of several courses and four entire
departments as having "unknown" response levels.
The editors decided to make the weakest section of
the questionnaire, the open comments section, the core
of their book. It's almost impossible to edit comments
in an equitable manner, especially when they are
undirected and don't necessarily reflect a standard
approach. .
Many of the commentaries are embarassing and
badly done. Bad grammar, bad syntax, and non
sequitors are generously scattered and reflect the haste
with which the whole project was evidently carried out.
Far too many of the individual commentaries make
blunt and unsupported statements like, "The labs
borderd on being total failures." Some of the
quotations, like "Cooper is God," are too stupid for
words.
In addition, the booklet leans towards intellectual
shallowness and is overly concerned with evaluating
questions like whether courses are "boring" or
whether professors '' know the material''.
The faults of the course evaluation lie mostly with
the structure of the evaluations, not with the work of
individual editors. It seems utterly reasonable to ask
whether the course evaluations are worth the effort.
The evaluations are time-consuming, unscientific,
misleading, and expensive. Their impact, both upon
those evaluated and on those who use them, is too great
to ignore. Unless they are radically overhauled they are
not worth having.

Meet Me at
the Library
The library must have some powerful mystical
attraction. Several times a semester it attracts crowds
of rowdy, drunken males,
finri i s o m e r e a s o n . a number of campus fraternities
"'a it n cnecessary
to make ritual late evening
es
di£i
in the library en masse. In order for these
Pla s
u'fra| y to come off in proper style, the group needs to
iing~down drunk, noisy, and generally obnoxious.
A, rast weekRlibrary
users shared the excitement of the
h0
2^?t ,
Pledgee's rites of passage. They
^ouidn
t have been forced to.
Ol
? boththe
symbolic and mundane levels fraternitl
thoir m aucl ndon o t i o o k u P ° n t n e library as an arena for
deeds. The library should be treated with
r *'•p
it iJif ' o t n a s a Practical working place and because
' Y symbol of the higher purpose of the College.
are
DarJri
Pler>ty of places for the fraternities to
6around Th
tci m
e library should be strictly off bounds
thkn m a r a u ders. The administration should make
tn
's clear to all campus groups,
thev L° rt h e br<>thers of Alpha Chi Rho, this weekend
sensiti it a y e d r a r e l a c k o f c o n s i d e r a t i o n a n d

Definfns m Seventies

°

Learning the Hard Way
by Robert Levy
For some reason, at the end of
every decade we feel obliged to
label the past ten years with some
incisive, inclusive, and (most of aH)
provocative phrase. So we have
characterized the 60's as a time of
unrest and violence, and called the
fifties "The Fabulous Fifties"
(remember good old Joe
McCarthy?). Why we feel this
compulsion or why the nineteen
fifties is a more meaningful time
span than, say, 19544964 is beyond
me.
But here it is, mid-April 1979,
the seventies are nearly over, and
nobody has yet performed this vital
service for the Tripod. So why not
me?
Many have tried to capsulize
the seventies as a time of restraint
or reconsidertion. The New
Republic has called them a time of
no audiences, whatever, that
means. I offer that the seventies
have been at time of lost illusions,
when we've had to give up our
delightfully incorrect, wonderfully
narrow-minded perceptions and
take a broader view.
It all began as the environmental movement rose to the
level of national consciousness,
just in time for 1970. For the first
time, the average citizen became
aware that a booming industrial
facility was a mixed blessing. True,
it helped keep the economy
running merrily along, but it was
killing us in the process.
Furthermore, our belief in
science as the true hope of
mankind was soundly shaken. In
1970, three men nearly lost their

lives in space in crippled Apollo 13
rocket. In fact, we've learned that
technology can be downright
injurious to human health. The
dumping of man-made chemicals
near the Love Canal in Upstate
New York has caused babies to be
born with two rows of teeth. And
most recently, the little incident
near Harrisburg called into
question not only the safety of
nuclear power, but also man's
ability to control it.
Medical science has had its
share of knocks too. In the summer
of 1976 hundreds of people who
had attended a convention in
Philadelphia experienced an ancient feat that has become scarce
in modern America: the horror of
contracting a disease for which
there is no known cure. Despite
slow, scattered breakthroughs, and
despite millions of dollars, no cure
for cancer has been found.
It is indicative of the skepticism with which the medical
establishment is viewed that the
birth of the first test-tube baby
raised not only hopes, but hard
ethical questions as well.
In foreign affairs, our illusions
of America's might are gone. What
we have left are questions and
doubt. Hardly a day goes by
without someone's raising concern
over our military capacity. Carter's
Salt II treaty is headed for rough
waters in the U.S. Senate. The
widespread belief that we lost in
Vietnam (where we didn't exactly
lose, but where we didn't win
either) has caused enormous
problems for our foreign policy.
Carter, Vance, and the State
Department need to walk a very
thin line; if they are too aggressive

they will be accused of starting
another Vietnam or Korea, if they
are too meek they will be accused
of showing weakness.
It seems you don't know who
your friends are anymore. Our
good buddies the Saudis have
shown little leadership in trying to
moderate OPEC price rises. Our
strongman in the Middle East, the
Shah of Iran, is gone, and all we
could do is sit back and watch. It's
no wonder we were so blind to the
stirrings of Iran's revolution: only 6
of our 60 foreign service officers
were proficient in Farsi. Hopefully,
in the future we'll be, more careful
and not let our illusions of security
get the better of us.
Unfortunately this does not
seem to be happening. Our recent
rapproachment with China apparently caused Carter to decide
that China would not act against
our best interests. Therefore, he
sought no assurance that China will
not attack Taiwan. And Premier
Teng H'Saio Ping (I prefer his
name spelled the old way) gave
him none.
Or maybe C arter hasn't heard
the saying, "beware of Chinese
begging gifts." Carter also harbored the illusion that his China
initiative would be met with
"massive applause across the
nation." Wrong again, Jimmy.
But in other areas of foreign
affairs,
Carter has acted
pragmatically, He sensed the idiocy
of supporting any country just
because it is non-communist while
opposing a country solely because
it is commuinist. Basing his foreign
policy on a realistic view of human
rights makes much more sense.
cont. on p. 10

Letters
Dear Editor:
Your headline article, (April 17)
on the recent meeting of people
concerned about the Education
Department implied that I am a
member of the Educational Policy
committee.
The implication was erroneous.
I do not belong to the EPC. Like the
many students who attended the
April 9 meeting, I was there
because I care about the study of
education on this campus.
1
Sincerely,
Eugene E. Leach
Director,
American Studies Program

Ivy
To 1978 Ivy Subscribers:
We appreciate the continued
concern and interest that many of
you have expressed in the last few
months. We too, are eager to
receive the 1978 IVY, and after
having studied the proofs, believe
the Yearbook will meet all your
expectations.
Still, we are unable to give a
specific delivery date because of
unexpected delays the publisher
has experienced. Please bear with
us until these complications are
cont. on p. 10
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Letters to the Editor
cont. from p. 9
overcome, and have faith that we
are trying our utmost to circulate
the Yearbook as soon as possible.
Sincerely,
Steven D. Roberts
Editor-in-Chief
1978-IVY

Davis
Dear Editor:
Angela Davis spoke in the
Washington Room last Friday
evening. There was standing room
only, but nobody seemed to mind.
She spoke without animosity on the
rcie of blacks in American history
(among other things). Time flew,
the lecture was over, and everyone
was duly impressed. Thanks is due
to TCB for sponsoring this event.
Hopefully more will come.
Fred Borgenicht

Klimczak on Klimczak
fa the Editor:
There are occasional atrocities
in life that are impossible to
overlook. Last week the student
course evaluations came out—an
informative although overrated
booklet. I cannot be silent about its
gross misrepresentation of Math
321 taught by Prof. Klimczak.
As is glaringly obvious by my
signature, I am his son. I took Math
321 on advice from the Physics
Department. It did not cause either
of us any special problems. The
only difficulties I had were those of
any student with a hard class.
The course was good, and the
professor clear and meticulous in
presentation. I am appalled that
the course evaluation begins,
"Pro*. Klimczak was considered
nor;, anized in class." I know I am
placing myself at odds with my
classmates (many of whom, with
me, are now taking 322) but I think
whoever concluded this either
doesn't have sound judgement or is
profoundly lacking in powers of
observation. We received more
than twenty-five pages of neat
mimeographed notes. The lectures
were alwyas well and occasionally
overwhelming. My father methodically and beneficially simplified the
difficult material. One of his
greatest tools for doing this was his
organization.
Another comment of the
evaluation was' the professor
proceeded "too slowly and was
constantly going off onto irrelevant
tangents." This, I suppose, is
credible. The class was slow but
frankly I don't see this as a complaint. The math was not easy. It
deserved time. The class did not
move slowly because of the
inabilities of the professor. He
purposefully was thorough out of a
deep encern • for his students'
understanding. And neither I nor
my notebook recall many
"irrelevant tangents". Everything
was orchestrated and prepared. If
not vitally pertinent, very little of
the lectures could fairly be termed
irrelevant.
My personal involvement
causes me to write this. I know
Prof. Klimczak from a long
association. I know him to be a
sincere man unwilling to waste
students' or his own time on
dealing with disorganization or
irrelevancy, I speak as both his son
and his student. I have been both
for years.
I shudde? to think of other
examples o l misrepresentation
possibly present in the evaluation
booklet and s the students who
consider it-'the last world. The

compiled opinions are anonymous.
They are given before the semester
is completed. In this case, only two
of the course's four exams had
been taken and graded by preregistration in November. It is hard
to imagine the evaluation fulfilling
its stated purpose of providing "an
accurate and helpful picture" of
the Trinity curriculum. With my
father and Math 321, it failed with
flying colored chalk.
Sincerely,
Benjamin Klimczak, '81

Evaluations

On April 16, 1979 Tina Dow's
recent housing plans came to the
attention of the SGA. Frankly, we
are appalled at her decision to
spread freshmen through campus.
The implications of this decision on
incoming freshmen is potentially
dangerous.
This should be
clearly
illustrated through the serious
problems encountered by freshmen
in 90-92 Vernon Street this year. At
an earlier SGA meeting Tina asked
for our opinion on this matter of
spreading freshmen throughout the
dorms. The SGA overwhelmingly
disagreed with that plan and gave
numerous reasons for rejection of
that proposal; i.e. the 90-92
Vernons situation, terrible feelings
of isolation, and, more positively,
the clear benefits of freshmen
dorms.
In addition, we disapprove of
the current rating system. We
object to the timing of the survey's
appearance op campus and its
method of pressentation. The
survey was distributed at the height
of mid-terms with only a day or two
for completion. Furthermore, the
survey was unclear and incomprehensible.
The complaints voiced in this
letter will be followed by numerous
supportive petitions signed by our
constituents, the tudents at Trinity.
•
They also fail to understand why
they were kept in the dark about
the housing decisions for 1979-1980.
We hope that the situation will be
changed, before it is too late. If you
have any questions for the SGA we
would be happy to meet with you at
your convenience. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Student Government Association

The second point I would hke
First, I would like to note that
while I am not an expert in fresh- to make is strictly from the point of !
men group psychology, I am view of an upperclassman. For j
speaking from my own experience years Highrise, Northan, Wood- \
which I have gained over the past wward, Goodwin, South Campus, ;
te furtt
three years at Trinity. When a and Crescent Street have been the 'aes P sUD
r
freshman arrives, he is usually bastion of the upperclassmen. cial resea'
«
apprehensive and uncomfortable While there is no formal written
es
s vrov
because he is unaccustomed to the ruel, a gret injustice would b« ii P
new surroundings. The college served if in the end, there are
°
should take it upon itself to foster upperclassmen who are deprived of
!0 e es art
an atmospheere which would these very same rooms because " &
alleviate the apprehension of the there are freshmen living in them. 4dgiificant be
If freshmen are dispersed
^ th ' S|
new arrivals.
oliable r
throughout
the
campus,
the
'»«
5
The atmosphere
initially
M
created in a Jones or an Elton number living in Elton and Hones .» <>us °'
because of the students' knowledge would decrease, leaving those ;Midential
that they are all freshmen and are rooms for upperclassmen. Logic
all "in the same boat" is conducive tells us that a large percentage of
to
rapid
acclimatization, juniors and seniors would not j » b e » P « !
socialization, and a sense of choose those rooms, thus leaving Mne custon
security. This was not apparent them for the sophomores, many of J0ttew.'witt
during my freshman year in whom have already served time in lite most f|
|ire. that t |
Jackson where our freshman floor those dorms this year.
had virtually no contact with the
If my argument is valid, I can jtowledge j
upperclassmen on the other three see no possible reason for carrying ibetransi
floors.
out this action. The incoming jfc.youngej
I might add that vandalism still freshmen are being penalized fro j t a to m
existed in Jackson to a large crimes that they have not yet |»d considet
degree; one example from that committed, and the action is a fwhehavibr^
year appeared on the front page of blatant insult to the up- lie extracU:
the Tripod. I will even go as far as perclassmen. I wuld wholehear- |iijustmeni
to contend that the freshmen who tedly encourage a statement from I tcsdenuc. dis
are presently living in 90-92 Vernon the administration on this action in I As you j|
jiitipprehej
Street are far from content with the form of a explanation.
I would also urge the sym- ilefirstfew.
their living situation.
I would be curious to know if pathetic members of the Trinity
there is a higher incidence of fresh' community, students, faculty, and iiMerous,
men "problems" in 90-92 Vernon administration to write or call Tina •lid, howe
Street as compared with other Dow, Vice President Smith, and •soicerns,,
President Lockwood to protest this Eudents all
freshman residence halls.
This being the case, I sincerely action. I would also urge the I m as unit
question the wisdom of placing Trinity Community to band ] It seen)!
freshmen in a dorm such as together to use whatever means are others, th<ji
Highrise. I assume that the dorm necessary to halt this gross in- students so;
will remain mostly of up- justice.
Respectfully yours, older
perclassmen, thus there will be a
J *«#£«fttt I .essne, 1980
limited opportunity' {or early interaction on the part of the freshw s col
men.
faraste
I believe that the same situation To: Mr. S. Lessne
teutonic
which I encountered in Jackson From: T. Smith
' personal,
would occur in Highrise but with
Thanks for the copy of your
additional complications because recent letter to the Editor of the i problems (.
of its location in relation to the Tripod on the wisdom of in- 'initially at
centr of the campus. Granted, terspersing first-year students and
vandalsim is an expensive upperclass students in the various ,' Pater frei
propostion, but freshmen are not dormitories of the College.
the only offenders; yet there is no
ti
At the outset you established
iPr
large scale attempt to modify the your credentials; let me establish
behavior of the upperclassmen.
mine: as you are not, neither am I tore sever
Is the administration willing to an expert in freshman group *» studei
bear the consequences of the psychology; as yours are, my «ost usef
tradeoff between the possibility of observations also are based upon ^stance ilowering the incidence of van- experience primarily. Let me go *lo are T
dalism vs. the mental well-being of
Over
cont. on p. 11
next year's freshman class?

Dear Editor:
On April 19, the course
evaluations for last fall arrived in
our mail boxes. Like many upperclassmen I read the booklet
only t find out how courses I have
taken in the past were evaluated,
including last fall. My conclusion is
that the book falls far short of its
purpose, is highly opinionated, and
is mainly for freshmen.
Being a math major, I naturally
read through the math course
evaluations. I was literally appalled
when I read the evaluation given
Prof. Klimczak for Advanced
Calculus, Klimczak covered
material slowly not because he
lacks the ability (the man is
brilliant), but because the class wasunable to, keep up with him. It was
the students not the professor who
were unorganized.
The evaluation doesn't say how
Klimczak often had to slow the
pace and pring up neat, concise
mimeos, and encourage those
students doing poorly to come to
him for help. And what is wrong
-with a take-home test due on the
day of an exam, especially when it
represents half o f the in-class test's
material? This evaluation said
nothing about his good featues, Dear Sir:
In your report on "Grade Inwhich include humor, extensive
flation" (April 10, 1979) you said
office hours, and a very fair, even if
that only 5.5 % of the student in the
vague, grading system.
Political Science Department
Prof. Poliferno also received
an unfair rating. Though I was not received a grade in the "A" range.
in that class, I know from ex- For the record, allow me to point
perience that his teaching style will out that the Registrar's Office has
made a mistake in their
not "result in a poor grasp of
mechanics which would probably calculations and so reached this
cause the student difficulty in later erroneous figure.
According to the Grade
courses." If anything, his class
helped me, and many of my peers, Distribution List, 67 students out of
a total of 433 students received a
to improve in these areas.
But enough examples. The grade in the "A" range. Percentagewise this works out to 15.5% and
book is based on opinion, much of
it obviously coming from the not 5.5%.
Yours truly,
"Extra Comments" part of the
RanbirVohra
evaluation. Such evaluations
Chairman
should enter the picture since we
Political Science Dept.
all have different opinions. I do not
cont. from p. 9
feel that this booklet does this or
Watergatre:
no definition of the
that it ever has. You're wasting our
seventies
is
complete
without
money, SGA!
mentioning Watergate. Richard
Some, probably many of the
To the Editor:
Nixon shattered any illusions we
freshmen, may fnd it useful, but hte
There is a most heinous crime might have held that politicians can
majority of people ask their friends
about to be perpetrated on the be honest, candid, and forthright.
who have taken the course for
Trinity campus. Most people do I'm exaggerating of course, but it
evaluations. And did anyone notice
not yet know that when the school did teach us not to take blindly a
that of the seventeen people who
is reopened next year, there will be politician at his word. Even Jimmy
helped prepare the evaluations;
freshmen living in every dorm. This "I will never lie. to you" Carter
sixteen were freshmen? Not to
information was gleaned from the unleashed a skein of half-truths
knock freshmen, many can write as
secretary in the residential services during the Marstin
affair.
well or better than upperclassmen,
office. For those who do not realize Watergate caused us to be more
but do they always know the needs
the reason behind this action or the wary, more cautious in listening to
of the students who read the
ensuing consequences, let me our leaders.
evaluations, having been here for
explain.
Next comes energy. The gash
only half a year?
Apparently an agreement was shortages and price hikes have
Sometimes yes, but this type of
made between two college officials made believers out of all of us in a
booklet should be consistent. I say
to attempt'to alleviate the problem world-wide energy crunch. No
it isn'J and should be done away
of vandalism in freshman dorms; a longer can we use energy like it's
with before people start believing
problem which has plagued the going out of style. No longer can
it. So save your money SGA For
school for years. The agreement we afford to take a five-hour
what you've spent in past years,
was that if the current freshmen Sunday drive in our Cadillacs, with
:
you probably could have saved
housing situation did not alleviate power ashtrays as a standard
enough money to pay for last year's
the problem an attempt would be feature.
concert blunder,
made to disperse the freshmen
No, we've all been made aware
Sincerely, throughout the campus.
that energy is a finite resource, and
David Doe
This being the essence of the that we cannot go on using it inagreement and the recom- discriminately. President Nixon's
mendation for next year, let us highly touted "Project Inexamine the consequences.
Dear Tom Smith,
dependence" was a sham: we

Inflation Emir

Smith Responds

The Seventies

Heinous Crime

Housing Blues

import more oil now than we did
when h e announced it. Americans
can no longer take energy » r
Era
A ! d P r e s i d e n t Carter said in his
r e c e n t e n e r g y address, O"r
national strength is dangerously
dependent on a thin line of OH
tankers stretching half-way around
the earth."
, We've lost other illusions over
the past t e n years. We learned WLeonard Nimoy is not really M*.
Spock (he wrote a w h ° t o . * T ,
explaining why). We learned that

*«forcesj
fei-year
Mass st.
^•year (jl
fe

* weeks',

"""ersatiij
%afe^

,'PPerclass;

te of 4
«oso not
M**ag ,1

Presidents sometimes slip on i » - *«« erapha,i
W e learned that Donna Sumnw'»
a suitable subject for a «•*•*""..
cover story. A n d we learned that'•
liberal arts education does n
prepare you in the sHghtest °r
* n y Of j
job. (Some illusions die ™ta>'
L i t e r this year, we willlose our

:

m4

jjNtt

last illusion. T h e Red Sox *» fVomei
the •
prove that they can beat
the
Yankees and will capture
As
American League pennant
someone once said, the creant j w
rise to t h e t o p - J u s t who ""
can't r e m e m b e r / s o I gues
another lost allusion.
_
vu;
A prediction for the 1 9 8 0 * ^ :
ask? I haven't the foggiest
^

r:4
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Announcements
Letters
cont. from p. 10
one step further in establishing my
amateur standing: I know of no
special research that proves or
disproves that the residential
assignment of first-year students
amongst upperclass students at
colleges and universities has
significant benefits.
I Of this, however, I am
reasonably sure. I have had
numerous occasions to discuss
residential arrangements with
counterparts at other places and
with colleagues here. There seems
to be a preference among them,
where custom and plant permit, to
mix new with upperclass students.
The most frequent reasons given
are that the experience and
knowledge of the older students
will be transmitted more rapidly to
the younger, thereby enabling
them to make more satisfactory
and considered choices in respect
to behavior, their social lives, and
the extracurriculum and better
adjustments to
unexpected
academic demands.
As you point out, the Novices
are apprehensive, especially during
the first few months of the college
experience. Their concerns are
numerous, sometimes profound,
and, however common their
concerns, individual first-year
students all too often regard their
own as unique.
It seems wise to me and to
others, then, to situate first-year
students so that they have access to
the greater experience of slightly
older peers. Certain facts do
support this opinion, as we
hoovered in a recent study which
was completed here and which
demonstrates that students with
academic, career, social and
personal, sexual, and family
problems choose to seek help,
initially at least, of others whom
they consider to be friends with
greater frequency than they do of
others who might be professionally
qualified to help. Because these
Mnds of problems are likely to be
more severe in their effects upon
students, it seems that the
"lost useful sources of initial
assistance will be among friends
are more experienced, i.e.
amongst upperclass peers.
°ver and
above
this
elaboration is another which
reinforces the decision to situate
first-year students among upPerclass students and to reduce
first-year clusters. Within the past
!ew weeks, I had the pleasure of
""erviewing, individually, twentysev
en Resident Assistants. Most
oonversations spanned a half hour;
on
ly a few took more or less. The
interviews' left me with strong
j'onvictions that dedicated RA's,
j "PPerclass students obviously, do
*"°!!l ' u° t r i b u t e effectively to the wellof first-year students. Most
so not because of any special
lining but because they are
2»«gto.be helpful, because they
1 reav emphathetic and because they
« just enough experience to
«P younger students deal with the
I "vfer0US difficulties and choice
ce a
s persons new to college.
u y^
J a y of these R.A.'s seemed to
tad
^ situation of freshmen
men
amongst older students
Wn !*?
l
t«m be beneficial, and I sense
that
">any other upperclass

Weaver will conduct an informal will -go on sale Sunday, April 22 Hartford College for Women, Sain
workshop on the problems of from 5-7 p.m. in the lobby of Joseph College, Saint Thomnas
translating opera. Those interested Mather, They will also be available Seminary, and the University of
in attending the workshop should at the same time each night the Hartford through the Consortium
students who are not RA's are just contact Professor Katz of the week of April 22-27 in the lobby or Registration program.
as willing, as empathetic, and as Department of Modern Languages may be purchased in the Iron Pony
The Consortium's Combined
experienced as the RA's with and Literatures.
Pub Wednesday through Saturday Course List for Fall 1979 lists over
whom I spoke. It would seem
Both events are free and open nights. The price, $3.99 and they 500 off-campus courses which are
wasteful of opportunity not to do to the public. They are sponsored are available in S, M, L, Ex.-L. So open to full-time Trinity unwhatever we could to develop by the program of Comparative don't wait get yours early.
dergraduates.
relations between them and their Literature and the Barbieri Center.
Copies of the Combined'
younger peers,
Course List and applications for
I enjoyed the opportunity
Consortium Registration may be
yesterday to speak with you and
Applicants are now being obtained from the Registrar's
others on this subject, and I'm glad •
This weekend, April 27 and 28, considered for an admissions tour Office. Trintiy students register at
you felt strongly enough to come to the Trinity Concert choir and
the other institutions.on Tuesday
gude .position, June 1-August 24,
the office. If you wish to, pursue the
orchestra
(with guest in- Please contact Larry Dow, Ex- and Wednesday, May 1 and 2.
conversation then I should be
sttumentalists from Hartt SchQol of tension 247, if interested.
-Questions may be directed to
happy to join you at a time more
Music) will present Beethoven's
the Consortium office, located on
convenient to you.
the campus of Hartford College for
Ninth Symphony. The concerts will
Women (telephone 236-1203).
be held in Goodwin Theatre,
Austin Arts Center, at 8:15 pjn.'
Tickets are $2.50, $1.50 for
students, faculty and senior
If you have been thinking about
There will be an open meeting
citizens. Call the AAC Box Office
Learn how you can integrate an
for further information and taking a course next semester at sponsored by Trinity Community
internship in Social Services applyone of the other colleges in town, Action Center (TCAC) on
reservations.
ing any of these disciplines:
don't miss your opoortunity to pre- Thursday, April 26 at 4:00 p.m. in
Psychology, Sociology, American
register on May 1 arid May 2.
the Committee Room. All students
Studies, Education and Urban and
Trinity students can take interested in community are incourses, at no extra cost, at vited.
Environmental Studies. Come to
Chamber Music Recital, May 7
the Internship Panel on Social
Services, Wednesday, April 25 at & 8 at 7:00 p.m. at Austin Arts.,
Garmany Hall. Music by
7:00 p.m. In Wean Lounge.
Beethoven,
Mozart,
Bach,
cont. from p. 4,
Schumann, Hayden, Brahms and
in various aspects of running a movie theater. James Hanley and
others.
Peter McMorris are qualified technicians and projectionists, and
Hillel will sponsor a lecture on
Laryy Stires directs the booking and scheduling of films, while
the "Role of Women in Rabbinic
simultaneously fulfilling the role of film coordinator for the school.
Judaism" by Ms, Sidnie White '81
They are paid out of the revenues of Cinestudio, making their
on Thursday, April 26 at 7:30 in the
Students interested in living in
salaries directly dependent on the success of the theater.
Religion Dept. building at 70 the French Dorm in Jackson next
The management of Cinestudio lies basically in the hands of
Vernon St. Ms. Donna Mandel, '81 year are invited to room 223 in
, approzimately fifty students and recent alumni, who are involved in
will present a lecture entitled, "The Jackson for wine and munchies on
all aspects oftfie operation, including the sale of tickets,
Wife-Sister Motif in Genesis" on Thursday at 9:00.
maintenance, and security. Seven students serve as managers and
Monday, April 30 at 4:
coordinators of the theater.
In 1973, a charter was written establishing the relationship
between Cinestudio and Trinity. Among its main points were that
The FUN is on the way so get
Cinestudio is directly responsible to the administration through the
Award Winning Translator to into the swing of SPRING
student
managers, and any income will be used by the theater for
speak at Trinity.
WEEKEND (April 27-29) with your
projects
associated with the theater. Also, the artistic direction of
Shakespeare and Italian Opera own SPRING STING SHIRT. This
Cinestudio
rests solely in the hands of the participants in the
National Book award for special shirt has been designed for
project.
Translation recipient, William Trimity's Spring Weekend and will
Studem involved in Cinestudio see an. advantage in the absence
Weaver, will speak on "Guglielmo be available in a limited supply. So
of
a
chain of command and bureauracvv As, student manager
Shakespeare, the great Italian don't wait, get yours soon.
Andrew Teitz said, when things need to be done, they, are done.
librettist," on Tuesday, May 1, 4:00
The SPRING STING SHIRT
"Everyone does it for the love of it."
p.m. Wean Lounge.
Mr. Weaver is currently with
the Writing Division of the School
of the Arts at Columbia University.
In addition to his lecture,.Mr.

Concert Choir

Summer Tourguide

Consortium
Registration

Social Services
Internship

TCAC Meeting

Chamber Recital

Quarrel Over Film

HHIel Lectures

French Dorm

Translator to Speak

T-Shirts

For
Delicious
Pizza and Hot
Oven Grinders

Call when you
leave- it will
he ready upon
arrrival

OAT
NMB
MCAT
'-i.-ii.in
LSAT
ECFMG
GMAT
FLEX
PCAT
VQE
OCAT
NOB
GRE
SAT , 1,11
VAT/NLE

PIZZA

*

?
m

TYPING
SERVICF
Manuscripts
BUNN1BARKESI

Reports

KflPLflN
Educational Center

C*H Bayt Evaitlnf 1 1 W»atundf

101 Whitney Ave.
New Haven, ct. 06511
800 Sliver Lane
East Hartfond, Ct. 061JS
5S8-7W7
For Information AboutOlher Centers
In Mijor US Cities * Abroad

Outside NVSUte
tiiX TWA nil: 8OO.M3-17S2

Phone

247-0234

Richard Staron
prop.

Across from South Campus
287 New Britain Avenue
Hartford
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Directed by Rosalind N e w m a n : ; . ; . : : / % y y ;

.• ::.;-::~:u-i,:~.iiji^;.:••,v/\

• • •.

"What makes Newman's work so remarkable is the rnoyernent. The
churning, falling soaring shapes of her phraseshave something in
common with Doris Humphrey's lyrical vein, but they're more
•:•
d a r i n g : . , dancing so stunningi that you can't quite believe what
you're seeing."— Deborah Jowitt, TheVillage Voice

JULY 17 hartford ballet
8 pm

Directed by Michael Uthoff
"Deliberately eclectic, it embraces modern dance and classic ballet
with equal enthusiasm. Totally professional and unusually
interesting." — Clive Barnes, New York Times and London Times

AUG# phoenixdance theatre
8 pm

Directed by Mark Ross, manager of Pilobolus
This adventurous Connecticut company performs highly visual
pieces integrating mime, movement, masks, gymnastics and props
including twelve-foot high puppets and surreal dummies.
"Something different, something worth seeing for those interested in
avant-garde theatre and dance." — Anna Kisselgoff, New York Times

DANCE
SALE!
summeRSTflGe

A SPECIAL BONUS FOR
SUBSCRIBERS ONLY!
ACT NOW...
. . . and enjoy informal lecture/
demonstrations with Nancy Meehan
and Mel Wong, ABSOLUTELY FREE!

NANCY MEEHAN / June 20, 8 pm
Formerly a featured performer with
the Erik Hawkins Dance Company, this
noted dancer-choreographer currently
operates her own company which
appears regularly in New York.
. Ms. Meehah's approach to dance ;
experiments with the use of nature
7
symbols as metaphors for the
human condition.

t

MEL WONG / July 25, 8 pm
At one time a princi pal dancer with the
Merce Cunningham Dance Company,
Mr. Wong is the artistic director and
choreographer of his own company as
well as an accomplished visual artist.
His dance style explores the concepts
of time and space by incorporating the
techniques of sculpture, video and
multi-media.
All events take place on the Trinity
College campus where free parking is
available. Dance performances are
held in the air-conditioned Austin*Arts
Center. Lecture/Demonstrations are
conducted in the Washington room of
the Mather Campus Center.
(season sub[oct to change)
Graphic Design/John Aives

DANCE SERIES -1979
SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM

1-

YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS

name
address
city
phone (home)

state

'

(oflice)

Please include the names and addresses of those whose subscriptions are included
in your order.
-subscriptions at $11.00 per subscription for a

2. I would like to order,
total of $_OT«_™««

3. Summerstage is a non-profit organization which must rely on contributions:
I would like to support Summerstage with a tax-deductible contribution in
the amount of

"

• • • • • •

.

.

$^«

TQTAL $ —
4. CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING METHODS OF PAYMENT:
• ' Enclosed is my check/money order made out to Summerstage for $y
Please charge my: D Mastercharge O VISA Account
#
include thirteen digits
Exp. Date

Signature

Date

5. O I would like to receive information on the Summerstage Theatre and
Children's Theatre Series,

COMPLETE AND DETACH ORDER FORM MAIL TO:

SUMMERSTAGE
Trinity College
Hartford, CT 06106 -

„

OR CALL: 525-1471
Please enclose a self-addressed, stamped envelope with your order. Your tickets
• will, be mailed to you in May.
.
•
Special group rates are available to airSummerstage events.
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More Sports

BAM 1AM SPORTS ARENA
Advance in Judo
Last Wednesday evening eight members of
the Trinity community were advanced to their
Yellow Belt in Judo at the Hartford Judo Club.
This represents the largest group from Trinity
ever to be advanced at one time. Seven
undergraduates and one graduate intern made
up the Bantam contingent.. They were Helmut
Bittlingmeyer, Dan Bradshaw, James Garrahan,
Mike Morgan, Julie Wolcott, Amy Thompson,
Henry Strom, and Carmen Palladino.

Racquet Awards

Fencing Awards
The Trinity Fencing Team announced its
annual awards over the weekend. Dan Schlenoff
was named the Outstanding Freshman Fencer of
1978-79. The Thomas H. Taylor Award for
enthusiasm, spirit, and sportsmanship went to
Bill Engel'. Kevin Childress was awarded the
Marsh Frederick Chase Memorial Fencing
Award for being the fencer who has made the
most outstanding contribution to the sport in the
past year. Co-Captains for next year's team will
be Steve Butler and Dan Schlenoff.

Golf

Sports Scene From The Summit

1

This past week the annual racquets awards
were presented in the Ferris Athletic Center. The
Brainerd Trophy, for the outstanding Men's
Squash player of the year (decided by the winner
of the intraschool Squash Tournament) was won
by Page Lansdale, number one on this winter's
Men's Varsity. Muffy Rogers, number two on the
1979 Women's Varsity, upset top-seeded Marion
DeWitt to win the Virginia Kurth Squash Trophy.
The John A. Mason Award for the Most
Improved Men's Squash player went to junior
John Burchenal, while the Phyllis Mason Award
for Most Improved Women's Squash star went to
Mimi Coolidge.

On Saturday the Trinity Varsity Golf Team
travelled to Coast Guard to take on their hosts
and Wesleyan. It was not a good day for the
by Nick n' Nancy
Bantams. They did not shoot well, and both the
Trinity's undefeated (9-0-1) 1978 Varsity
Cadets and the Cardinals scored extremely well.
Due to technical difficulties, the Sports Scene will not be taken
Field Hockey Team was honored this past week
seriously this week. (Was it last week?). (Is it ever?). Who are we Doug Mackay was low man for the Blue and
when each member of the team received an
Gold, followed by Tom Cholnoky, John Flynn,
kidding? There just wasn't space.
engraved pewter tankard commemorating their
John O'Connell, and Rob Goldingi Early this
We would like to acknowledge Kathy Crawford as the official
outstanding season.
week are the New Englands, and on Thursday
100th Goal Photographer of Tripod Sports. Already she has
Trinity hosts Amherst at home.
recorded for posterity the 100th tallies of both George Brickley and
Carter Wurts.
Home games this week: Track vs. Wesleyan- Tues, 3 PM; Men's
V. Lax vs. New Haven- Sat. 2 PM; Women'* V. Lax vs. Smith- Tues.
by Nick Noble
4 PM, Amherst- Thurs. 4 PM; Tennis vs. Wms.- Tues. 3 PM, Wes.with two triples. Ron BerBants.
The Junior Varsity Baseball
Sat. 1 PM, Army- Mon. 3 PM; Women's Softball vs. NWCCCOn Thursday the JV Bantams thasavage continued his steady
Team fell from the ranks of the nailed Coast Guard 94. In his first hitting throughout the week.
Thurs. 3 PM, ECSC- Sat, 1 PM, Bridgeport- Mon. 3 PM. Also Crewunbeaten this weekend as they start since recovering from his
Mason/Downs regatta on Saturday.
On Saturday the bottom
were blanked by Thames Valley 5- broken arm early in tha^basketball dropped out of the Bantams'
0, but not until they had run tjieir season, freshman* sowtifpaw sen- undefeated hopes; Bob Swift pit-'
winning skein to five straight with sation John Meaney gave up only ched fairly well against Thames
wins over Hotchkiss and the Coast three hits and went the distance for Valley, but the much^ vaunted
Guard jayvees.
the Blue and Gold. Carl Schiessl Trinity offense couldn't put it
Poole. An,alumnus and veteran of
On Wednesday .Bob Swift provided the.pof||| wjcggptowering together,
i
by Nick Noble
JV Soccer and Varsity Crew, Poole hurled a fine 54) shutout over the home run, while Bennett again was
Today the JV Baseball Team
is now a Coach in the TriMty Crew Hotcbkiss Varsity Nine. A stellar the batting star, going four-for-four tackles Central, at home, at 3:00.
Four titanic Trinitarians program. On his" reasons for en- Bantam infield featuring Carl
participated in the Boston tering the race; "Well, I can't row Schiessl at first, Bill Lindquist at
Marathon last week, and acquitted anymore, so-1 might as well do the keystone, Dennis Gilooly in the
themselves admirably in thefieldof something crazy," Poole placed hole, and Chuck Welsh at the hot
Bob Ahrensdorf's outstanding
by Nancy Lucas
12,000 (7,800 entrants and 5.00C approximately 2,650th out of the corner, turned a pair of double
.performance, as he took his foe
crashers,).
12,000, He felt thecourse was "just plays and came up with a series of
The JV Tennis team was 14 on easily in straight sets.
The best time of the qurtet was about claustrophobic", with the fielding gems to help preserve the
the
week as they topped
As for the doubles comturned in by Mjchael Lestz, Trinity masses of runners and the crowds. shutout.
Springfield on Wednesday, 6-3, and petitions, John Roy and Nick
alumnus and former pedagogue of "When I finished I said I'd never do
Sophomore outfielder Pete
things historic on the Summit. He it again," Poole remarked. Then he Bennett had a pair of hits, and. Jim f e l l to M I T , 4 - 5 . • • •. /• v •:'•"-•• Rigopulos in the first doubles spot
MIT, more accustomed to the were defeated, but Paul Kitaj and
clocked around 2 hours, 40 minutes smiled. "But I'm gonna."
Dod knocked a long triple for the slow clay courts, adjusted by Peter Wang won handily, also in
on the cold, damp day.
Philosophy Professor Miller
sticking to ground strokes to straight sets. Gary Reisfield and
Junior Lonnie Townley finished Brown finished with a time of 3
overcome the tough Bantam squad Bob Ahrensdorf knocked off their
the race in about 2 hours and 54 hours and 12 minutes. He felt it was
adversaries as well.
on Saturday,
•
by
Dave
Mueller
minutes. "It was the greatest thing "super running weather." The cold,
Next week, the JV Tennis team
Number one player Kevin Hall
Following a disheartening loss
I've ever done," he declared af- the drizzle, and the mist he felt was
finally
plays their home opener vs.
completely
dominated
his
opterwards.
uncomfortable while waiting at the to Avon Old Farms on Monday, ponent and took his match in two Williams on Tuesday. They also
Trinity's
JV
Lacrosse
team
Following
close
behind start. "But once you start running
meet Westminster at home on
Townley, with a time of ap- you're thankful for the cool bounded" back to beat* Taft in sets. Then followed four straight
Thursday.
.
Bantam
losses
before
freshman
overtime on Wednesday.
proximately 2:58JO, was Charlie •moisture in the air."
An excellent Avon Old Farms
squad handed the Bantam laxmen a
13-2 decision. The only bright spot
women.
by Nick Noble
for Trin on the cold, drizzling day
On rookie goalkeeper Lisa
year over $2,300 was raised and it seemed to be the sparkling perby Sue McCarthy
Nina McNeely was the offensive Halle's performance in the cage
was used to establish Women's formances of Ward Classen and sparkplug, and Lisa Halle had her Coach McCarthy remarked:"She
Jamie Birmingham, who scored the "best game ever" ,jn the nets, was tested to a much greater extent
The seventh annual Trinity 24 Athletic Awards.
•>• This year an "Indoor Track only goals.
j.Hour Marathon is scheduled to be
according to Coach Su,e than in any of the previous games.
On Wednesday, the tide McCarthy, and together they led She came through excellently, and
run from 9 a.m., May 9 to 9 a.m., Fund" has been established. The
for the stickmen the Women's JV Lacrosse Team to Was much more daring and
May 10,1979. Right now eight teams purpose of the fund is to pay for a turned
consisting of ten members (or less) synthetic surface for the track in they came from behind to overtake
a 5-2 win over Mt. Holyoke last aggressive" Halle played an
;
have committed themselves to the the Field House. Although the Taft. Taft set the pace early, Saturday.
important roie in keeping the
task of carrying a baton and' project is a large one, it will benefit leading at the half by a score of 4-2;
The score was tied 2-2 at the Bantam victory hopes alive,
the entire College community and Eddie Ermini had two tallies to half, but the Bantams, behind stopping shot after shot in the first
competing for 24 hours.
The* marathon is run in a relay the marathon runners feel that it is a keep Trin close. The third and McNeely's headship ball-handling, period of play.
fashion, where members of each worthwhile product of their efforts. fourth quarters were strong for the tallied three quick markers in the
Earlier in the week the JV
This all may sound like madness JV ten as they outshot and out- second act to bring the 'curtain women defeated Brown. Their
team take their; turn running one
mile. This results in each individual to the new people on campus, but scored their preppie opponents. down for good on the. Holyoke record is now 34.
Craig Vought and Jamie Bircompleting approximately one mile the large number of returning
every hour or a total of anywhere runners from previous years is the mingham found the net twice,
from 18-25 miles over the 24 hours. best indication that the marathon is while George Hamilton and the
Taft goalie each added two goals to
In order to add incentive for fun and a good use of 24 hours.
Anyone interested should put the Bantams ahead 8-7. Late in
running during the cold night hours
the runners find sponsors to pledge contact either Sue McCarthy (ext. the fourth, however, a determined
to them per mile of their run. Last 291) or Howard DeLong (ext. 340). Taftie scored on a man-up to force
the teams into sudden-death
overtime. The duel was close, and
goalie Gregg Caserta came up
with important saves to keep the
PHONK 847-O263
contest from ending with a Taft
goal. Finally, in the last minute of
the fourth OT, George Hamilton
scored the prettiest goal of the
game to notch the victory for the
CHOICE WINES & LIQUORS
Bantams.
219
NEW
BRJTAfN
A
V
E
.
|
The victory boosts the JV's
£JOHN W. DUL.KA. raop.
HARTFORD, C O N N . | record to 2-2 with their next game
(comer Henry St. next to Corner Tap) :•: at home aganst Choate on
Nina McNeely on the attack for the JV Bantams.
Tuesday.

Held Hockey Honored

JV Baseball Runs Streak ToFive, Stopped By Thames

Trin Runners In Boston

JV Tebnis 1-1 On Week

Men's JV Lax

24 Hour Marathon

TRINITy PACKAGE STORE

Women's JV Lacrosse Shines
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More Sports
Strong Second Halves Highlight 1-1 Week
tallied the first Trin goal in the
second quarter. The Bantams
finally came out of the sky after
The Varsity Lacrosse Bantams
being shut out 4-0 in the first
staged two second half comebacks
ffl^^a|jSH|^B8^ffi[ }$JP^ *j4pP gEip^j^*^gy<«"^^«^m^^^^P^^^m
quarter, outshooting and outthis
week:
one
thrust
served
as
the
"^csrssr^wsjjAt
groundballing their red-shirted
insurance Trinity needed to
opponents, but the breaks just
overtake Holy Cross; the other
weren't coming. Between halves, a
brought about a tie with a fired-up
new plan of action had to bo
MIT squad, eventually leading to
an MIT overtime goal and a 10-9 considered.
And that it was. Bob Plumb
loss.
took the second half face-off
On Thursday, the Bantams left
straight to the net, not even
sunny Hartford and headed to
Worcester, where the sun rarely, if allowing the MIT goalie to bat an
eye, Unfortunately, the defense got
ever, shines. It especially doesn't
the wind knocked out of their
shine for the Holy Cross Lax team,
as they fell to the powerful Bants, sails momentarily, and they let up • The garni
^ii&nSffiifil&si^^
13-6. Greg Carey led all scorers MIT's seventh goal. But from then
tpiece in the
with four goals and Scott Growney on, it was Trinity, Trinity, Trinity—
mcameinti
followed close behind with 3 and 1 until finally, Scott Growney added
thanks to a
his
second
of
three
total
goals
to
assist. The star of the game,
•Captain Joe
however, had to have been Peter knot the score at 7.
angle from
The fourth quarter was a
4SB
Duncan, whose 1 goal came at a
crucial point in the contest. defensive standoff, for the most
Duncan also garnered three assists, part. Trin did have the slight ad' vantage, going ahead twice. But
all on tallies by Bob Plumb.
Scott Growney, shown here patting his patented moves on an MIT defended was Trinity's leading
by
Trinity took an early lead, and they were unable to get the inscores- this week with six goals and two assists in two game's.
photo by Charles Rosenfield
surance
they
needed.
Not
for
lack
looked to be dominating. At the
'i It was bi
end of the first half, they were of trying, as they took 21 shots in
j iwrst of time
the
fourth
period
alone.
But
the
ahead 6-2 on goals by Carey (3),
* Softball con!
Tom Davidson, Growney, and Engineer goalie, tough all af" Bat the wor
contest. Lisa Nolen was a bulwark Plumb. In the second quarter, Holy ternoon, came up with 5 important
byNfckNoble
career), Captain Frances "Spit" on defense. Lisa Lorillard did Cross put a bit of pressure on saves to keep his teammates in the
be best, and
1
The Bantams were already Dobbin; i a d a pair, and freshman
Mag end 1
admirable
work
containing goalie Peter Lawson-Johnston, but game.
leading the hordes of Holyoke Sherry Benzel made a single score Holyoke's fleet-footed scoring L-J met the challenge, coming up
;
m i s Qtrin
With a little more than a minute
when Carter Wurts planted herself to account for the split.
Nothing
threat.
(
with 8 more or less amazing saves, to go, and the Bantams ahed 9-8.
1
well outside the Mt. Holyoke
Coach Robiri Sheppard called
wmen trjt
Besides Wurts' five (numbers
the
defense
caved
in.
Throughout
The second half started on a
crease and let the ball fly. An Saturday's victory at Mt. Holyoke
I Gb, it was c
100, 101, 102, 103, and 104) Dottie dubious note for the Bantams, as the second half, the' defense had
opposing defenseman took a cut at "a perfect game; the way Women's
| second in^
reversed
their
previous
weakness
they let up a Holy Cross goal just
it, missed, and the hurtling sphere Lacrosse should be played."
apiece. Bundy is the second 30 seconds after the opening face- and played rather solid lacrosse.
eluded the enemy goaltender to Despite the presence of both
leading scorer so far this season off. Even though the Bants, held a Their weakness was that the
land safely in the net for Carter Sherry Benzel and defenseman witji 18 goals in 5 games; Wurts
I Jetmy ( M
strong lead, Holy Cross remained defensemen had a tendency to gel
Wurts" 100th caieer goal. The lane Dwight on the disabled list,
' caught with their pants down, so to ) Minnie M
Bantam goal-scoring machine the Bantams put on an outstanding
On Tuesday and Thursday the scare. Again L-J had to keep his speak, and force goalie L-J to come
notched four more that afternoon display of crisp passing, stalwart
Bantam Women's Lacrosse stars team from falling under Holy Cross way out of the net and face one-onto power Trinity to a 14-5 win.
defense, and hard, clean shooting,
have a pair of home clashes. wave, as he was forced to make one rushes, Of course, the goalie
»•
Tuesday its Smith at 4:00, and at eight more saves in the third has little chance in those situations,
the end <
Earlier in the week Trinity met to take the day.
In goal Anne Madarasz played
the same time on Thursday the quarter (he accumulated 21 on the so as a result, four of the first six
the Bruins of Brown and battled to'
a 6-6 tie. Wurts had three goals (the an excellent game, coining up with Lady Jeffs of Amherst come to afternoon).
MIT goals were scored from
97th, 98th, and 99th of her Trinity a number of key saves early in the Hartford.
It was about a quarter of the behind the defense, not through it.
way through the fourth period The Engineers took advantage of
when the Bantams finally realized that particular mistake, and it was a
that they had it in them to shut off tie ballgame; time for that most
really outscored Trinity and Hart- place.
by Alex Magoun
wick State 13CW59-2?
'"•'•.
Bob Fers had different the tenacious Crusaders once and dreaded of all lacrosse fatesThey
certainly
had.
And
problems
in the javelin. The burly for all. Following a Holy Cross sudden death overtime.
One way to show that track and •
It didn't take long for MIT to
field is not a team sport is to ask whatever the reason for Williams' junior figured to have the com- goal, Peter Duncan proceeded to
capitalize
on yet another Trinity
take
the
ball
at
midfield,
walk
into
superiority
(the
unusual
square;
3petition wrapped up^with a superb
any competitor what the score of
mistake,
and
with two minutes
the
box,
and
let
loose
a
blast
that
the meet is without peeking at the lap to the mile track; revenge for early season throw of 184-5 when
gone
in
OT,
MIT
was crowned the
whistled
through
the
defense
and
last
year's
soggy
loss
in
Hartford;
Williams' two spear-chuckers took
scoresheet. It is likely that person
victor.
right
into
the
net.
From
then
on,
may be aware that one team has depth; talent, the Ephmen (and their final throws. Matt Dell'Erario
The loss was due to many
won more of the events, but he will what is an Eph, anyway?) hit 187-6'/J and T. K. Chance threw Trinity took complete control,
scoring four goals to Holy Cross' reasons, not least of which was the
probably not be very close in dominated the afternoon in eevery 190-11 to drop Fers to third.
fine play of the Engineers. Their
phase of track and field.
Results were_ little better one.
predicting the total score.
The defense had a rather im- rides were quite effective, and the
That may be the reason some
As is his wont, Jeff Mather elsewhere. Spikeless, Tony Pace
Trinity T'n'F men were so sur- cleaned up in the weights, but there won the triple jump by an inch and pressive clear record, as they got pesty defensemen would not leave
prised on seeing the final score were few Bantams behind him. a quarter, but the Ephmen out- the ball out of their end 45 of 49 Trin attackrrfen alone in the WK*
against Williams last Wednesday. Mather easily won the hammer, scored Trinity 31-11 -in the jumps. times. Yet the Bantams, because of end.
jTtinityW^,
Yet, the Bantams must be
To be sure, the hosts had picked up and attained some consistency in Uko Udodong ran second in the 100 their strong finish, began to get a
INrWiUi,
commended
on
a
fine
comeback.
little
cocky.
a lot of Firsts (14 of 18) and even the discus, but some questionable (10.6) and the 220 (23.7), both times
Hence, they started Saturday's making up a four goal deficit when
seconds (12 of 18), but had they judging in the shot left him in third to Tony Taylor. Bob Reading
"^basted
unsuccessfully chased fellow fresh- game against MIT with their heads they most needed to. Many lessons
Williams 2
man Joel Richardson in the 440, in the clouds. And since even the are learned from losses like that.
Trin hasn
53.8 to 53.3, while Bob Rassmussen Bants are not infallible, they found and hopefully, those lessons will
Member
by Alex Magoun
crumbled in the half after clocking themselves on the short end of a keep the Bantams from losing any
6-2 score at the half.
more games.
a
58
first
quarter.
The ten colleges of the New second straight NESCAC high
It wasn't only the Trin attitude
Next week, the laxmen hop a
On the other hand, John
England Small College Athletic jump title with a leap of 4-11, and
With fob
that was working against them. The bus to Middletown to meet rival
Sandman's
second
in
the
mile
was
a
Conference were represented at Drew in finishing fourth in the
*'
" host a
good
home
crowd
that
lined
the
Wesleyan.
But
the
attraction
of
the
the association's Track and Field 5000m run won a trip to Springfield victory of sorts. Trinity was not yet
*ken
field witnessed an extreme case of week will take place on Saturday •
coed
when
a
Bantam
last
ran
a
non-scoring championships held in in May with a 12:06 2-mile split.
f'turda yr
Amherst, Massachusetts. The Montgomery also took_a third in 4:31.8 mile. The lean senior will Bantam bad luck as well. Not less' at 2 p.m. at HOME. New Haven
than
5
times
did
a
Trinity
shot
hit
comes
to
the
Hill,
and
the
Bantams
continue
his
assault
on
the
school
weather was damp, humid, and the intermediate hurdles.
i
record this afternoon against the pipe—three of. those shots will try to avenge last year's loss to
mildly overcast, but for the most
The women cleaned up in the
belonged
to
Doug
Bennett,
who
the
music
of
Jonathan
Edwards.
Wes
Wesleyan.
part conditions were good.
weight events. Sue Levin led four
i
Alex Magoun finished second
Jeff Mather, Kathy Schlein, and Trinity placers in the javelin with a
in
the
3-mile
to
complete
individual
Anne Montgomery led the Bantam second place 91-6. Not far behind in
.Uke
performance. Mather barely third place was Mary Lee Sole with performances, and it remained for
)Jomjhe, RAJ, Race
"fetched'
Blue
Division
the
mile
relay
to
complete
what
missed the NESCAC record in a throw of 89^2. Leslie Petch took
; contest,)
1. Cunning Linguists
8-0
|recycling at'Trinity
throwing the discus 150-11, and fourth and Kim< Paternostra sixth. was rather obviously a poor day for
:*'th
Trinity
track.
To
the
surprise
of
2. The Kings
,
7.-1
took a fourth in the shot at 42-6.
Sole also added a third in the shot
some,
the
team
of
Rassmussen,.
Moons
i
wants
your
help
7-1
Schlein qualified for the New put to Trinity's collection, while
The Force
7-1
Englands with an excellent 3rd Kim Dymsza finished sixth in the Walter Champion, hurdler John
Put your
Brennan and Reading won, in
5. Desperados
4-0
place 800 meter run of 2:22.5. The discus.
general
through
some
tenacious
talented freshman also put together
The other placers for the men
newspapers in the<
Gold Division
fme-];'^nohoring legs' • for Trinity's were Rob Reading with a fourth in running from behind; and in par1.
Nadadores
7-0
sixtivplace 400m and 1600m relay • the 200m at 23.4 seconds after ticular through Reading's last
large green bin
*Kati
2. Uranus
teana^f.-*
7-1
qualifying
in 23.2. Chip furlong sprint.
3.Psiu
:
,:,
Aiuie Montgomery and Lanier McKeehan, still trying to regain his
The trackiri' Bantams are 1-2
6-1
outside Mather
gld
4, Snort
•'••_• .
also qualified • for the New record form of last Spring, finished going into today's meet' (don't
5-1
5.
Eliminators
•:...
Thanh
Hartwick) with Wesleyan.
4-1
by Nancy Lucas

Women's Varsity Lacrosse Now 4-1

Eph-Men Trip Trinity Track-Men 130-59

m

Trinity Track At NESGACs

ISL Standings
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More Sports
Varsity Baseball Upends UHart, Drops Three Straight
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by Nick Noble
It was a heartbreaking week for
the Trinity Varsity Baseball team.
After winning their opening game
against UHart, they proceeded to
drop three in a row, three games
they had a chance to win.
The week began with the
Hartford Hawks visiting the
Bantams, with the Varsity field too
wet to play on. So the teams moved
on to the JV diamond (the old
Varsity field) and some of that old
magic must have rubbed off.
The game was tied at one
apiece in the fifth inning. Trinity's
run came in the bottom of the fifth,
thanks to a tremendous triple by
Captain Joe LoRusso and an RBI
angle from the bat of Frank
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Women's Softball Falls To 0-4
by Nick Noble
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Netcoh. The Bantams went ahead Trinity was ahead going into the
in the seventh, when John Mayo fifth. Bobby Almquist crashed a
was chased in by Netcoh's three- solo home run in the premier frame
bagger, but again the Hawks tied it for Trinity's first tally. Steve Woods
in the top of the eighth.
and Paul Pieszak scored in the
In the bottom of that same second on Todd Dagres' RBI base
frame the UHart pitcher began to knock. Mike Goss displayed a
fall apart. Gary Palmer walked and crafty mound sense, a curve that
promptly stole second. Steve broke about ten feet, and a timely
Guglielmo was walked, and Bobby fastball in his first Varsity start of
Almquist was hit by a pitch. Palmer the year.
came home on an >error, and Joe
But Goss had been hurt, so he
LoRusso then smashed the ball was replaced by Lynch in the fifth.
through the third baseman scoring Billy, the ace of the Bantam staff,
two runs and insuring Trinity's first showed an uncustomary wildness,
victory of 1979. Kevin Doyle, who and two Cardinal runs crossed the
came on in relief, got the win.
plate, Wesleyan went ahead for
The Cardinals came to town on good on a series of hits in the
Thursday, and took the game, from eighth where they batted around
the Bantams in the late going 8-3.
their order. A controversial um-
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It was both the best and the
worst of times for Trnity's women's
Softball contingent this past week.
But the worst times outnumbered
the best, and they turned up on the
losing end of a pair of contests
versus Quinnipiac and UHart.
Nothing went right when the
women travelled to Quinnipiac.
Oh, it was close for a while. In the
second inning a single by Jan
Kunin, a walk to Ellen Grossman, a
single by Sarah Parran, a walk to
Jenny Qshan, and a base rap by
Minnie Mahoney sent a trio of
Trinity tuns scampering home. But
that was all she wrote for the
Bantams. Although Trinity led at
the end of two frames 3-2, Quin-

nipiac put four across, in the third
stanza to go ahead fojr good.
Trinity managed three more in
the seventh, on a towering triple by
Tracy Partridge and (doubles by
Polly Lavery and Sarah Parrkn, but
they had no chance. A disastrous
fourteen run fifth inning gave the
game to Quinnipiac \ 27-6.
Mahoney, Partridge, and Lavery all
saw mound action for the BaWams.
On a bright, breezy {Friday
afternoon the " Bantams jlocked
talons with the Hawks of UHart.
While the visiting predators jwalked
away with a 4-1 victory, it' was a
tense, exciting, hard-fought bontest
all the way
Minnie Mahoney went the
distance for the Blue and Gold, and
turned in an outstanding pitching
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Minnie Mahoney hurls against Hartford, as Lorraine deLabry
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photo by Mark Bonadles

spring Waterpolo Victorious
The Spring edition of the during the course of the third
Trinity Water Polo Team defended period. Goalie Lincoln Collins
their Williams College Water Polo performed admirably in the nets,
Tournament championship as they stopping twelve shots, and he even
lambasted Westfield St. 19-5 and got into the scoring parade in' the
Williams 25-5. Despite the fact that extra period that was played.
Trin then moved on to play
Trin has not played together since
November, nor have they been Williams College. The Ducks were
allowed to practice, they ' hesitant about the game since
Williams had won the New
dominated every facet of the game.
With their 2-0 record, the Ducks England Inter-Collegiate Swimwill host a tournament at home this ming Championships and were in
weekend to be held Friday nite and great shape. The tone of the game
was set early as Trin blasted out to
Saturday morning.
an insurmountable 64 lead. The
On Friday nite, Trin marched Ducks lengthened that lead to 14-2
over Westfield with an awesome as half. "Moses" Reilly was high
scoring attack. Trin pummelled scorer as he bounded for seven
thru four goals in the first quarter markers, Calgi following with five.
to take a 4-zip lead and then Brainerd and MacDonald frothed
stretched it out to 9-3 by half. In the to four goals apiece; Merin sleazed
contest, Rob Calgi led all scorers for three, whilst Hinton (6 assists)
with five goals, while Kent Reilly and Tic Houk pummelled in
snared four. Co-capt. Mike Hinton singleton tallies.
secured three goals, Randy
The schedule of games for this
tainerd, former Trinity capt. and weekend's tourney is as follows:
University of London star Scott Friday:
MacDonald, and Mike Merin 7:15 trinity vs. UMass
Pwked in two goals apiece, whilst 8:15 Trinity Seniors vs. RPI
Rich Katzman garnered a singleton 9:15 Trinity vs. Westfield
f«Uy. One highlite of the game Saturday:
included 1982's scoring punch of
*fcrin and Dave Pike blasting the K):00 Trinity vs. RPI
jymfiekl defense with two.goals 11:00 Trinity Seniors vs. UMass
. 12KX). Trinity .Seniors vs. Southern

performance. Only two pf the runs
she gave up were earned, and when
she got herself into a jam she
pitched herself right out of it. She
didn't have the speed of the UHart
server, but Mahoney outsmarted
her opponents, scattering seven
hits, mostly of the bloop variety.
In the first inning Carol
McKenzie legged out a ground ball
and beat the throw to first for an
infield hit.The runner advanced on
Polly Lavery's base knock, but both
were stranded as the last two outs
were quickly made.
With Trinity trailing 2-0 in the
third, Lorraine deLabry watched
her way to a free base on balls,
Then Polly Lavery stepped up to
the plate and rapped out a neat
single to leftcenterfield, advancing
deLabry to second base. She
scored on Tracy Partridge's hardhit double, and the Bantams were
in reach. But that was all the
scoring Trinity could muster for
the day, despite several opportunities.
In the bottom of the final
frame, the Hilltoppers behind 4-1,
Jenny Olshan led off with a single to
centerfield. The large crowd began
to stir as Lorraine deLabry also
singled. With runners at first and
second Carol McKenzie stepped
into the batter's box and promptly
lined the ball over the third
baseman's head—just foul. She
stepped in again, swung, and again
a line shot'—just foul.
All attention was riveted oil the
duel between pitcher and batter.
Again a foul. And finally the
pitcher won out. McKenzie lined
the ball straight ahead, the UHart
hurler. caught it just above her
shoe-tops, turned, and fired it over
to second to complete the double
play as the runner had left the bag.
Polly Lavery then was walked,
Tracy Partridge singled, but
Minnie Mahoney grounded to the
second baseman to end the taut
and thrilling contest.
Outstanding for the Bantams
that day were pitcher Mahoney and
centerfielder Polly Lavery. Lavery
was three-for-three with a stolen
base, and in the outfield she made a
stupendous sprawlng grab in the
third inning.
Ellen Grossman also fielded
well in left, and Jan Kunin showed
off her strong arm behind the plate
as she threw out two r nners.
Bob Slaughter
is been
coaching the women during these
past two games. Though not an
auspicious beginning, a marked
improvement is noticeable, and
hopes are high for Slaughter's
troops in today's battle at Smith,
and the Thursday and Saturday
home meetings with Northwestern

piring decision could have meant
the game, but a heads-up throw by
Bobby Almquist nailed that threat
at the plate. Still it was in vain.
Frank Netcoh was held hitless
by the Cardinals, despite the
strength with which,he ripped the
ball—right at people.
Trinity dropped a frustrating
twin-bill to the Jumbos of Tufts on
Saturday. Though Bobby Almquist
was four-for-eight on the day,
upping his team leading average to
.416, and although Peter Martin
broke out of his batting slump in
the first of the two games, victory
was just not to be.
Trinity took an early lead in the
first game. Joe LoRusso singled to
lead off the second, and Frank
Netcoh's neat sacrifice bunt (such a
little hit for such a big man) moved
him over. Then Pete Martin hit a
hard double to put the Bantams in
front one-zip.
In the top of the third the
Jumbos tied it up on an error and a
base hit, but in order to end the
inning Frank Netcoh had to catch a
ball falling into shallow left as he
and . shortstop Steve Woods

collided. Woods came up, brusied
and splattered with blood, but he
led off the next frame with a hit,
and scored when Bobby Almquist
singled. The see-saw continued, but
when the smoke cleared it was
Tufts on top 4-3.
Kevin Doyle pitched well for
the firsst five frames, began to
shake a little in the sixth, and Mike
Goss stepped into help out in the
seventh.
In the second game Nelson
Toner, Goss, and Todd Dagres saw
mound duty. Tufts jumped out (o .a
quick lead and never relinquished
it. Wildness and fielding errors
wreaked havoc, and Tufts also
helped themselves to a share of
safe hits."Trinity trailed by only
one, 8-7, at one point, but Dagres
lost control and there went the
game. Almquist and LoRusso were
the hitting stars for Trinity, and,
they managed seven runs.
Trinity's fielding is far from
superb, but it is much more
consistent than it has been in years
past. So is their pitching, and at
several levels it has tremendous
potential. All the hurlers are young
and need seasoning.
But the offense still has a
penchant for the strikeout, and
hard luck still plagues the Bantams
in the form "of hard shots right-at"
opposing fielders. Luck, always a
factor in any game, needs to swing
the Trinity way, but also every
other element of the game has to
gel, something that has yet to
occur this season.
It is a good team. All the games
played this week generated a level
of excitement rarely seen on a
Bantam diamond in recent seasons
past. But they have very few upperclassmen: just two seniors and a
Paul Pieszak scored two runs In the handful of juniors. I repeat: it is a
2nd Tufts game.
good team, but young. And
photo by Charles Rosenfield tomorrow is another day.

Trinity Crewmen vs.
Columbia, Georgetown
Saturday the crews rowed.!
against Columbia and Georgetown
under sunny skies on the Harlem:
River. The weather was ideal, but
the water defied description.
Driftwood and'tires were the most ;
innocuous forms of debris, and the
oily residue left on the shells was
removed only with great effort
after the race. The course on the
Harlem is unique in other ways,
too, being in a narrow channel
between high stone walls from
which the wakes from the launches
rebounded. Crews and launches
both were the targets of rockwielding urchins. In all, it was an
experience.
Both Freshman boats rowed
good races. The lightweights
showed their merit, winning by a
length. The Heavies came in
second, a length behind Columbia.
Until the sprint, they kept to a
quarter of a length behind the boat
that trounced Syracuse last week,
no mean feat. Stroke Dan Bradshaw said they rowed well, and are
"ready to kick some tails" next
week.
.Though off to a rough start, the
JV Lights had a strong latter half of
their race, rowing through
Columbia to win by six seconds..
Due to a mixup on the part of
the officials, the Varsity four
Ended up rowing against two
lightweight fours, beating both
easily. They .later met with the

course,; and beat them in a
scrimmage,
Both Varsity eights lost by
narrow margins to Columbia,
beating Georgetown handily in
races marred by poor officiating at
the start. The Lights never lost
contact, and actually pulled back on
Columbia in the sprint, only to lose
by a decklength. Stroke Tony
Lothrop felt that, nonetheless, it
was the best race that the boat had
rowed this season. As a result of
official ineptitude, the heavyweight
race started with the boats already
well into the course. In the shorter
race, the Trin boat never quite got
their swing together, losing by one
and seven tenths seconds.
Crew b a spectator sport;
witness the tens of thousands lining
the banks at Henley or the Head of
the Charles, A shell rowed well is
poetry in motion. We have at
Trinity a team to be proud of, for,
despite a comparatively small
student body from which to draw
on, we have an excellent group of
dedicated men and women who
provide worthy competition for
anyone.'Next week is the MasonDowns Cup race, rowed at home
against Wesleyan and Conn.
College. There will be a tent (or
spectators, and box lunches will be
on sale; Enjoy the spring day and
catch a few races in the morning,
and you can still hear Jonathan
Edwards on the Quad! See you
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Trinity Trims Providence In Rugby Action
Large Crowd Witnesses Premier Triumph Of Bantams Spring Season
by Nancy Lucas

A Reynolds Run

Take a bunch of brawny guys,
give them an oddly-shaped ball, put
them on a field and tell them to do
anything in their power to get that
oddly-shaped ball over the end line,
and what do you have? Rugby.
Last Saturday, the Trinity
community was treated to a rowdy
afternoon, drinking beer while
watching the rugby club show off
for their home crowd and overtake
Providence by a score of 12-4.
Despite the fact that Providence
was decked out in black and white
striped uniforms (key word,
uniform) while the Trin squad
resembled a group of hoodlums
grabbed in from off the street,
Trinity proved that rugby is not the
most glamorous of sports, although
it may be one of the most entertaining, not to mention confusing.

It took the sizeable crowd
some time to catch on to the more
difficult aspects of the game (like,
how_ it was played), but soon,
everyone realized that Trinity was
losing. Providence had scored a try
in the first half to go up 4-0, even
though the kick after was no good.
(A try, for the uninitiated, occurs
when a player carries the ball or
falls on it over the end line).
But it didn't take too long for
Trin to make up the deficit once
they had worked out a game plan
between halves. Joe Delano scored
the first Bantam try, and not long
after, Bob Meyers added one. Dan
Jacobs was successful on both
kicks, making the score an insurmountable 12-4.
In the second half, Trinity
moved the ball well, putting
together fine combinations of
lateral and backwards passes, along
with drop kicks. Kim Burns and
Bill McCandless were especially

effective running the ball, as were
Gus Reynolds,.Dave Johnson and
Pete Ziesing.
In the scrum, Kevin Higgins
and Rich Leroux used some bullish
footwork and general tenacity to
get the ball out to scrum half Matt
Pace, who played well in this his
first "A" team appearance. Joe
Delano, along with his scoring
thrust, contributed heavy hits and
key tackles.
All in all, it was a refreshing
change for all spectators, highly
entertaining and not devoid of
excitement.
The team -was
wholeheartedly grateful for all the
support. So grateful, in fact, that
they're going to do it again, next
Saturday, same place, 1 p.m. versus
Groton. If you skipped the first
outing, make sure it doesn't happen
again. Rugby players are not the
best people to have mad at you
Besides, you'll be missing
something.

Captain Gus Reynolds tempting Providence as he carries the ball in
last Saturday's Rugby clash. Flanking Reynolds for Trinity are Peter
Ziesing[l.] and Dan Jacobs [r.].
photo by Charles Rosenfield

Women's Crew Rows To
Victory Over Georgetown
by Debbie Davis
Saturday, among the debris in
the Harlem River, the Women's
crews easily defeated Georgetown
University.
The danger of
projectiles hurled from bridges did
not deter the crews from braving
the water, for, as usual, they went
out, took control of the races, and
cruised past the finish line in
victory.
The Novices, racing a relatively
unknown crew, led from start to
finish and won handily by 44
seconds with a time of 8:14,
The Varsity, perhaps being a
little overconfident after the easy
Novice win, did not row a particularly strong race/"Due to
injuries, two Novices were forced
to move up to Varsity—one had
already rowed in the Novice race
that same day. In a spur of the
moment situation, they did a
commendable job.

Since the start was not together,
Georgetown gained a few lengths.
Shocked at being behind for the
first time this season, the crew
suffered a mild panic and didn't
settle and dive as they should have.
However, by the 1000 meter mark,
Trinity regained composure and
began to move. After gaining the
initial length, they continued to
"walk" on Georgetown and won by
a length and a half.
Good races don't happen every
weekend; bad ones come now and
then. There's comfort in knowing
that a crew can row a bad race and
still win.
Both women's crews extended
their winning streak to 3. Hopes are
high for an undefeated season and
victory at the Vail. Next week, the
crews row Conn. College and
Wesleyan, Dad Vail's reigning
champions, on home waters. The
presence of all interested parties is
requested.
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Scrum Down
Mike Brown [foreground] locked fiercely In the scnun, doing battle with Providence for possession
of the ball. The Bantams triumphed on Saturday 124.
photo by Charles Rosenfield

Wurts Hits For Hundredth

Men's Varsity Tennis Takes
Two; Now 6-1
by Nancy Lucas
After overtaking a weak
Springfield squad on Wednesday,
the 6-1 Varsity Tennis team
traveled to MIT on Saturday and
topped the home team by a 5-4
margin.
MIT was up for the Bantams,
proving to be surprisingly strong
opposition. The first four matches
were played on the faster indoor
courts, while the fifth and sixth
seeds competed outdoors on the
slower clay courts.
Eric Matthews came out like a
house on fire and downed his
adversary 6-2, 7-5. Drew Hastings
found his opponent to be more of a
challenge, yet he also triumphed
after dropping the first set 6-7 by
scores of 6-4 and 6-2.
Tim Jenkins and Jamie Brown

took their respective matches to
put their team up 4-0. Jenkins
wrapped it up hi three sets, while it
only took two for Brown to be
crowned victor.
Playing on clay proved to be
detrimental to Roger Knight and
John Bertolini, as their MIT foes
overtook them in two sets each.
Only one Trin doubles team was
successful on the afternoon.
Jenkins and Brown topped the
second MIT doubles in three sets,
6-2, 4-6, 6-2.
The Varsity Racquet Bantams
have a long week, as they engage in
four matches. On Tuesday,
Williams visits the Summit, and
then on Thursday , Trin treks to
Tufts to compete on the Jumbo
courts. Then follow two more
home matches, on Saturday versus
Wesleyan, and on Monday against
Army,

Senior attackman Carter Wurts caught in action a split second after she let loose her 100th Trinity
career goal at the Mt. Holyoke cage this past weekend. Trinity went on to win 14-S, Wurts collecting 5
ontheda y toupherteamleadtog S eason'stotalto26.Seestoryonpagel4.
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